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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNo:s~ ? 

s~.;ramento, Californi32 
445-4~571 6.?.?06.~i-/ DO NOT RSLEAS''! B:C:POPE 6 ? .m., 
Contact: Lyn :Hofzige::.:.. . 

~ 

Fl~::DA.Y, JU~rn ?.3 
(~'or C'elivery 9 
D2ylisht •rime} 

p.m., 

EXCERPTS FEOM :: SPEECH BY GOV:2:IE\fO:R R0NA:LD" RBI1GAN 
r.ro yo;:;::-..\? REPUBJ~:ICANS I cmn7EN'.!:':;:ON 

0£!".'AB:A.. NE.SI<ASI\A 

Centra.l 

You 2re political~. activists or you woulcn 1 t be her~~o Yo•1 are 

concerned with the fu.;.:i.ure and it is 9roper that you are because you 

\·Jill spend more time C:::·nere than the rest of us. 

I hope you will t>.ot think r.1e presumpt;1ous if I point out some-

thing so obvious it is., known to many of ym.'l. but sometimes relegated 

to a place so deep in ou:;: subconscious tha·;: it is not gi\ren consi-

deratio11 in cur policy .. ,, ma1cing. 

An. organization J. ·::> ltt()~.:e ~har1 the ccllsctive voice of the majority 

It is an entity unto i tseli. :r.t has a v::.~.ce of its own. It does 

not reflect the shad.::.n';g 1 the thinking; the inf 10ctiO!£ of its indi-
~""", 

( vidual members. In th,at organizat.:i.cn voic•1q th·s listener does r..ot 

hear that tentative 1 ·~~7"211 yes, :::: c 1.1 go. alcr-1g 11
, or th3t ringing "Yes 0 

or "No" or even that s.~.ncere "I hope ve are doing r.:•3ht." .~, · 

No· one has a righ ·:~ t(,j «belong to an organization unless he 

is willing to assurne r .:;:,sp.:insibility for the manner in which that 

organization's voice w~11 be raised. 

Within your group .. you have learned the political process by 

practicing it in the m>"n21gement of your Qi.AJ!l affairs. Your canse for 

being, however, is to "·:mress viewoo±.nts--f:::o lend direction to a . ~ 

1,arger ·· stage--to deter'"Lne what philosophy will guide ouz:- national 
\ 

Clestiny. 

You, have grown u9 '.'~1d spent yocr lives :.n a poli ti~al at:m.os".:'ht=>.,..' 

thP- people. "f1)Ur pres·-r:ce here in:::"licates :in interest in c:':l::.:::-ting 

another cours8. T!:1is \,::: have in ccr.rnon. 

I have been pr.otc:.;.. :.ir.g the gr~wtz1 of gove::-nrne:n·i: fo:c a r~umber 

of years, expressing c ..... _;:::::ern lest govcrnmsn ·;: grot::s ~c co:,:p:.e:; ... as to 

become unmanageable 2n1...: ~-,eynnd cc~· t-~--1 o·!= .. ~ ... 0 vv:>- ··-1<=> 
J.....J .....,. l• ,..-.. U. .t.. .... - ;:,..11-1...Jl... ~ • 
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Daniel Webster pointed out tha.t governmfmt always justifies its 

usurpation of power on the plea of good intentions and that intention 

is to better. serve the people's welfare. But# he warned·that, in 
\ 

ever:1 generation, there are those who want to rule well--but they 

mean to rule. They promise to be good m,:;isters-·-but t::hc:r mean to 

be rnasters. 

Government tends to grow because there i.s always so much that 

can be done for the people. · It is so easy for the dedicated public 

servant to see how much could be accomplished if only he had a little 

more authority and., of course~ a little more moP.ey to back that authoi· 

ity. 

'11here are today a very large r:u.1.:1::1ar of individ~1c:l grant-in-aid 

programs. Each has its own set of special req11iremei~ts, separate 

authorizations--and approp:i:.iations, cost-shari~g ratios, allocation 

formulas, administrative arra~ge~ents, and financial procedures. 

This proliferation increases red tape and causes delay. It places 

extra burdens on state and local officials. It hinders t'heir compre~-

(. ·. hensive planning. It diffuses the channels through which federal 

assistance state and local government can flow. 

This was the statement to the U~ited States Congress on Ma~ch 

17 by President Johnson as he a:-.:.nounced the failu:ce of tbe present 

grant-in-aid system. 

And then he concluaea by proposing three new grant-in-aid p:::o-

grams. 

State and local government are buriee nm\1 under a mass of 400 

federal aid appropriations--170 sep3rate federal aic1 programs 1 ad··-

ministered by 21 federal departrr.ents ar.a. agencies, 150 Wc:.s'!:-1in1tc:.n 

bureaus, and 400 regional offices. 

No wonder the Departme:;1t of Hou::::i;1g ~r.d T)r:.:ian Develom.ie:1t is. 

spending $30, 000 on "a study of the means by t;rhich locc.l gcver~!!:encs 

obtain information on federal aid". 

He have t·:J spend money to finJ out hm,1 to give it away. 

Since 1960 we have seen the New Frontier becG~1'.·~ t:-.e Gre<~t Societ~ 

During the process the civilian }?ureaucrac1 of tte f eC:er;::il t;:ovE.rnment 
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increased 7~ times and total government spending has increased 8~ 

times. 

Somewhere a voice says "But that is due to the Vietnam war .. 0 

And it is true that defense spending since 1960 is up 68 percent---

but non-defense spending is up 97 percent. 

The deficits for these several years total $50 billion and the 

credibility gap is alffiost as big. Ten months ago the President assured 

\. ~- us he would stay within the budget and even cut it back by sorr:.e 

( 

$3 billion. Shortly after the election came the correction: spending 

would be $14 billion over the budget. Six months ago came the first 

prediction regarding the coming year's budget deficit: $8i2 billion. 

Now they admit to $11 billion and, just in case, they're asking for 

authority to accommodate a deficit of $29 billion. 

I am part of government now, but I am just as fearful as I ever 

was of government 1 s capacity for growth and government's appetite for 

powero 

I have observed first-hand its resistance to change and the 

savage anger of some when any effort is made to reduce the size of 

its structure. 

But I have learned also it can be reduced. Fortunately, all of 

us in our administration in California were totally inexperienced1 we 

had not learned all the things that cannot be done. 

For one thing, we set out to keep our campaign prornises---and 
' 

once the people got ever their shock, they sort of took to the idea. 

We put a freeze on out-of-state travel and reduced it 78 percent 

over a comparable period last yearo This 78 percent will, if continued, 

amount to $1 million a year in savings. 

For the first time in California the automobiles in our state 

motorpools exceed the demandp and this is reflected by a 10 percent 

reduction in the purchase of gasoline. 

We put a freeze on hiring replacemenys for state employees who 

retired or resignedo Without a single firing or layoff, we have 

reduced the number of such employees by 7,659. And that amounts to 

$50 million a year in payroll • 
. 

At no cost to the taxpayers, a private citizen organized private 

industry, to work in collaboration with our state employment ociv.ice, 

to train and put to work the unerap1oyed in om:· poverty pockets---

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Oakland and other cities. 
industrjes have signed up and are actively engaged .. 

-3-
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200 of the most successful business and professional men in our 

sta.te are organized iD.to task forces giving full time to the govern-

ment for a_4 .to 6 month period--taking time away from their own 

occupations and professions. They are going into every agency and 

department of governm~nt to show how effic.iency and economy_ can be 

bro".lg!lt into the nanagement of the peoples: affairs. 

Cne task force is standardizing the floor space allotted to 

""' ., · t ......... a · · ·, k ernp ... oye~s in gove!:'::imen o:i:r:ices cing sim:L ... ar wcr • It's inconceiva-

ble that this has nev~~r been done in our state before. 

On Tuesday last, I received the first recommendation from this 

particular task force and before the day was out, on that recom:menda-

ticn we cancelled construction of a new, 10-story building, scheduled 

to be built this Gurn.m&r. And the savings:$4 million. 

My predecessor had his picture printed on the state maps. This 

governor·' s picture wi:!.l not be on those maps. As a. matter of fact, 

there will not be any maps. And that will save $192,000. 

ExpBrienced hotel men are checking our prisons as to food buying, 

menus and housekeeping practices. 

Another c:Ltizens task force is doing an in-depth study of our 

tax structure. 

No government could possibly hire or afford the manpower now 

working on a voluntary basis in 011r strite. &1d all we had to do was 

tell them they were needed. 

I do not believe this is peculiar to California. All over 

America, there are citizens who believe government is their business. 

Every problem that besets us, from drop-outs to disease, from job 

training to stude!1t lo;:·~s. is being solved someplace in this country 

by someone who did not '1vai t for government. 

We need an inter-comnunicat.ion system between us, and an early 

warniri.g system, so we can le::i:::-n the solutions a.lready found and 

head off problems before, they become federal projects .. 

, ':there is a role for government, but r~ot as a substitute for the 

peopleo 

Government's role is to lead in mobilizing the full and voluntary 

resources of the neonle. 
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In California, we call this a Creative Society. This is no 

retreat into the p2st. This is taking the dream we once had and 

bringing it forth in a ?..Oth century model. And this is a good dream, 

11- • worthy of your generation. 

Early in th:bs decade., half-way around the worldi a disciple of 

Ghandi' s passive :resistance--Pandi't Nf:hru-·-lived in a world cf calla-

bo:ration--playing off east against west and believing he had the 

si tuat.icn well in hand. !n 1962 came a rude awal:ening when the R.ed 

Chines·a potJ.red c:c;.oss his border. Nehru promptly went into seclusion. 

Reuters of London-·-whc have known every contact iri Asia for decades--

were two days in findi~g him and asked for an evaluation of the 

situation. He gave them j.ust eight words: "We have been out of touch 

w~_th reality." 

Have we been out of touch with reality? Is this the message 

of last'Nov. 8th? Did a restless people--a vibrant people--express 

their discontent with the tired old cliches of the 30's? Did they 

tell us they were too self-reliant to sell their dreams of the 

future for the dull security of the ant heap? 

Young Republicans--read the meaning of Nov. 8th very carefully. 

A wind of . change is blowing across our l,antl.: 

Ours was no narrow partisan victory. Democrats and Independents 

joined hands with us to vote against what has been going on. 

They voted against going c1eeper and deeper into debt when we 

are supposed to be more prosperous than man has ever been. 

They voted against a war on poverty wh1ch poverty is losing. 

'1.~hey voted <:i.9ainst the idea that we ca.n, as a state or nation, 

afford anything and everything simply becpuse we think of it. 

And because most people believe in reward for productive labor, 

they voted againsi: givir.g t:~!.at rew~rd to ti1ose who a~e able but 

un.wil:::.ng to work. 

They voted against the idea that government must grow ever la.rger, 

more costly, more powerful. 

They voted against continuing an easy ~tm0sphere of peace and 

prosperity while some young Americans are dying in defense of 

freedom. 
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We have read .. _J a turning point in time•' 

It is our destiny--the destiny of our party--to offer a banner 

for the people of all parties to follow. 

Choose the colors well, for they 2re not in a mood to follow 

the sickly pastels of ex·9eaiency--t1:~e cynical sb.ades of. those 'NhO 

buy the people 1 s votes with the people is !:l·:Jn.ey. 

'I'housands upon t:-:r_;~sands of young pecpl.e tod~y a:!'e groping for 

an answer to their doubts--f or a meaning and a cause they can believe 

.:i.n. l\.:d SO:'.~e are f indi~g the wrong cau.se. 

Perhaps all of u;J are out of touch witn reaJ.ity. 

Half a million men in Vietnam depend upon a parade of ships 

into Saigon Harbor fo~ supµlies. ;Those ships must dare the Russian-

made mines and torpedoes regularly planted in that harbor. 

But we are told that, if we take those same mines and put them 

in the harbor at Haiphong, the war will grow bigger, more terrible 

and mig~t even become World War III. Yet into that harbor come the 

.munitions that each day kill young Arnericans. 

To the man getting killed, the war is already pretty big. 

90% of those mines are Russian-made, but we are offering a 

trade deal to increase Russia's industrial capacity and the press 

reports we are considering buying hundreds of millions of dollars 

worth of generators from Russia for our own Grand Coulee Dam. 

It would be the height of folly for us to challenge the sincerity 

of those who believe we can unilaterally en1 the cold war simply by 

convincing th~ enemy of our gc>od inten·Cions, \v11ile we rna1<.e no requests 

that he abandon his self-announced i~t.ent~on of imposing his will up:on 

th.:= world. 

We can challenge their lack of touch with reality. Within a 

one week period we have seeri a ~.:Jar in the M.id-E'ast begin and end, 

and it did not bring on World War III. 

A small nation, faced with the denial of its sovereignty--indeed, 

of its very existence--reminded us that the price of freedom is high, 

but never so costly as the loss of ...... 
.1. ..... 

Now comes reality and how to resolve the is3ues brought on by 

the conflict~ Again ·we have been confronted with the credibility gap. 



Our omnipotf ': government:, caught agail'\ l surprise, was faced 

1,.,fith drastic and extreme alternatives. Once again indecision and 

vacillation have left us ·with harder decisions than the ones we have 

alrea.S.y failed to make. 

We are involved in the Mid-East. We have been involved with 

the r.1id-East. The presence of the 6th ~lcet: in the Mediterranean 

is evidence of ou~ int,-01 ve::-Jent. The r:.d.schii:~f-::-,:rJ};.ing of the Soviet 

Union in that a:::-f:~a ma}~_es it very cle2r that our national interest 

Ai~ericans~ Israelis and Arabs must find an enduring solution 

to the prob.Lems of thi:rst and h1111ger of a hundred million people wh<:> 

"l.vere born or migrated to that desert area. 

And we shoul.d se~.:ik a long-range determination of the vital 

interests o:E all concerned without dependency en the United Nations .. 

In ·going counter to those F.meric~ns who believe the United 

States ca.n safely rest its case with the t:'oN., confident of a fa.ir 

hearing--who believe that the Russians share with "s a desire to 

co-exist--we must not repudiate their dream of world peace, for 

this is a good dream. We share that dr~am. It is a dream as old 

as rnan himself. 

What we do repudiate is their method of achieving that dream, 

which is played asainst the background music of the tapping of Neville 

Chambe::lain 1 s umbrella. leading us to that sorry inevitable end of the 

appeasement trail: the slaughter of a generation of young men. 

W1=1 backed down in Laos and thought we had brought peace. 

We bought Vietnam. 

H")V./ long has it h~en since an American has spoken as did Dwight 

David E~-senhcwer ~...;hen the Red Chinese threatened the invasion of 

Formo$r:. and r_e b1'-xntly repl:;_,~d "They! 11 hm;~ to crawl over the 7th 

l!, :!.eet t·) do it 11 
• 

And no young men died as a result of that statement. 

we can--we must--we will co-exist with the communists, but only 

when we can deal through a position of strength, not relying on the 

hope that an enemyq increasingly able to match us in power, will 

just one day undergo a change of heart and give up his Marxist dream 



of ir-!pcsi:r..g his wi( on the world. 

We can--we will--we must co-exist, but not as a timid suppli-

cant. 

co-e:·ti ~ \:ence must be guaranteed by strength, by OU.! 'Nillingness 

to pay the full price for freedom. 

Let us present to the people cle:-.:!r and uncerstar::.dable positio,.., .... 

0~1 other problems that have Vf~;c~d us fcl'.' so long. 

Bt!Cause frc0d·"Jm :..s inC?i.visible, we wi.ll take an ac::ive role 

We must tak9 the lead in guaranteeing that every citizen can 

enjoy the bencfi ts of c.;::. abundant socie;:y in proportion to his abil-

ity., But we will not t::lerate those w1:o use either civil rights or 

the right of disser:.t as ;.J..n excuse to tak'3 to the streets for riot and 

mob violence--even when it is called civil disobedience .. 

We Bhall do our upmost to eliminc.ite poverty of t.he genuinely 

poor, but. we shall deny the arrogant mis-:1se of poverty funds for poli-

tical nest-building. 

Let us oppose the use of taxation and deficit spending as a means 

of controlling the economy. 

In the world's richest nation we are told we could reduce 

the highest crime rate by eliminating poverty. Let us say instead, the 

criminal--not society--is responsible for his misdeeds and punishment 

of the guilty shoiilC. be S'Wift and certain a 

A".":.d abovE) all, let us reaffirm that the national purpose is the 

ultimate in e.:eedom for the individ;,i.al, consistent with law and order. 

NOi•lu ~.may I presume on your hos9itality~ .• you have come to a moment 

of truth. Ya·.:. hav·~ with:'...n ym~r power the ability to broaden the base 

of the pi.:!~ty. Mo::::-e f.:1a;J. l1al.£ the voters next year will be of your 
I 

;:ige sro~:r). H:Y,,.. muc'.'.'l more ti1:x-!, how many more chances will we have? 

j'':::·J must decide now whet11er or not this cause is more important 

than the possibJ E> 
1
i.ll-feeling com5.ng from yo'..lr contests lvithin your 

organization ... whether 0r :::10t grudges yo"..! may hold--bi tterness from 

past conflicts within this organization--are more important than this 

great cause. 



You must pled~c, before you leave here, } Jr un1tiea ana compie~e 
• • t •• 

support of the party. ana of the candidates of the party once the 

prinaries 2re over. 

# # # 

PLEASE NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 

chs.;--;.ges in, a::-tc'./or additions t0 the abmn." text. However, he will 

stand by the above quotes. 

# 

-9-
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·0::::;. St:r:,. 
EXCERPTS Fi~OM SPEECH Bf.VGOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

TO YOUNG REPUBLICANS' CONVENTION 

01\'I.AHA, NEBRASKA 

6 p.m., 

Central 

You ?~e political activists or you wouldn't be here. You are 

concernec with the future and it is oroper that you are because you 

·will spend more there than the rest of us. 

I hope you will not think me presumptuous if I point out some-

thing so obvious it is known to mar.y of you but sometimes relegated 

to a pla.ce so deep in our subconscious that it is not given consi-

deration in our policy making. 

An organization is more than the collective voice of the majority. 

It is an entity unto itself. It has a voice of its own. It does 

not reflect the shading, the thinking; the inflection of its indi-

vidual members. In that organization voice# the listener does not 

hear that tentative 1't-17ell yes, I• 11 go along", or that ringing "Yes" 

or "No" or even that sincere "I hope we are doing right." · · 

No· one has a right to ·,belong to an organization unless he 

is willing to assume responsibility for the manner in which that 

organization's voice will be raised. 

Within your group, you have learned the political process by 

~racticing it in the management of your own affairs. Your cause for 

being, however, is to express viewpoints--to lend direction to a 

larger stage--to determine what philosophy will guide our national 

clestiny. 

You have grown up and spent your lives in a political atmosphere 

tending toward evermore involvemont by government in the uffairs of 

thE people. Your presence here indicates an interest in charting 

another course. •rhin we have in ''ornmon. 

I have been pi~oLesting the 9 tCMth of government for i:l number 

Of y . l t ears, express1nrJ concern lesl Q1 1vernment grows so CClll1l' PX ?ts o 



Daniel Websbir pointocJ out lhnt governmr:nt 21'·.1ays justifies its 

usurpation of po·11c:r on the plcu of gooc"1 intentions and that intention 

is to better serve the people's welfare. But, he warnad that, in 

every generation, there are those who want to rule well--but they 

mean to rule. They promise to bo good m3sters--bu-:: t"il.sy mean to 

be masters. 

Government tends to grow because there is always so rnuch that 

can be do~e for the people. It is so easy for the dedicated public 

servant to see how mQch could be accomplished if only he had a little 

more authority and, of course, a little more money to back that autho~ 

ity. 

programs. Each bas its own set of sp2cial rer21iren~2i~ts, sepa:rate 

authorizations--c.nd ap2rop:i::~_at·.l..0:rls, cost-sharir~g ra·~ics, allocation 

formulas, administrative arra~se~er.ts, and financial procedures. 

This proliferation increases red tape and causes delay. It places 

extra burdens on state and local officials. It hinders t'heir cornp.:::e

hensive pla.nr.ing. It diffuses the c'ha;:u:els th:;.:-cugh which feee:ral 

assistance state end local goverr:.ment can flow. 

This was the statement to the u:iited States co::g-ress on Ma::ch 

17 by President Johnson as he a:1nounced the failure of tbe present 

grant-in-aid system. 

lmd then he concluded by proposing three new grant.-ii1-aid p~o

grams. 

State and local government are buried now undsr a mass of 400 

federal aid appropriatio~s--170 separate federal aid programs, ad

rninisterE:d by 21 federal depart:rr.ents ar.c1. agend t::s, 1511 t-7 3c·:-d::.:;t0n 

bureaus, and 400 regional offices. 

No ¥.JO!lcer the :D2partm2;:-~t of Hou~..:.:-.·:; 2.r.o T_Tr!:>an De-...relconent is 

spending $30, 000 on "a study of tne means by v1hich local go·verr_rr..er..ts 

o':>tain information on fedaral ai1". 

We re ve to spend money to fi:nd out hm•1 to give it away. 

Since 1960 wo hu\le seen thi:: New Fro:r!tier becc:ns -ci:e Grf'il~ Societ 

During the procesn the civilinn bureaucracy of tl:e f2C:er.:il 0c•vernment 

h2 s grown two-<1n(l-onc;-hal f t.i1rcs a !1 fa st 2s por,_,uh. ti on. P<:Yyl"ol l 



it is true thC.li- defense spenCing cince 1S60 is up CLl IJcrce:1t---

non-defense spending is up 97 percent. 

The deficits for these several years total $50 billicn and tb2 

credibility gap is almost as big. Ten months a<Jo the Pr2sicc:r.t ass:.:ri::cl 

us he would stay within the budget a::-id evE:n cut i·c 1.iac:c by SOl\12 

$3 billio~. Shortly after the election cc.me t.h8 cor:cect:i.on: 

would be $14 billion over the budget. Six months ago came the first 

prediction regarding the coming yea~ 1 s budget deficit: r-3• b'll. .,, ·2 i __ ion. 

Now they aC.mi t to $11 billion and, just in case, they 1 re aski1v:; for 

authority to accommodate a deficit of $29 billio1L 

I a1. part of government now, but I am just as fe2rful as I ever 

was of government's capacity for grm·rth ar.d govenilll'2nt 1 2 z.::::-,2et_._:-·_3 for 

power. 

I have observed first-hand its resistance to change and t}-1e 

savage anger of some when any effort is made to red1.:ce the size cf 

its structure. 

But I have learned also it. can be reduced. Fortunately, all of 

us in our administration in California were totally ine:x:periericed; we 

had not learned all the things that cannot be dcr.e. 

For one thing, we set out to keep our c3m_p:::i.i9<1 p::-o:nises----&:'.1d 

once the people got over their shock, they so:i:-t cf tock to C-ie iC:ea. 

We put a freeze on out-of-sta~e travel and rcd~ced i~ 78 percen~ 

over a comparable period last year. This 78 percent will, if coz1tinued, 

amount to $1 million a year in savings. 

For the first tirr.e in California the automobiles in our state 

motorpools exceed the demand,. and this is reflected by a 10 pe::-cent: 

reduction in the purchase of gasoline. 

We put a freeze on hiring replacements for state emplu1e::=-.:; wl.c 

retired or resigned. Without a single firing or layoff, we ha~e 

reduced the number of such employees by 7, 659. And that amo:l~:ts to 

$50 million a year in payroll. 

At no cost to the taxpayers, a private citizen c~g,nizea pri.vate 

industry, to work in collaboration with our state employment service, 

to train and p\it to work the unemployed in our poverty pocke::-s---

Los Angeles, S0n Francisco, Oakland and other cities. 
industries hav.., Higned up and are actively engaged. 

-3-
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200 of the mo::t :;ucccssful 1m:.d.ncss and orofessional men in our 

sttite are org anizcd into t<:is"k forccB giving full time to t'he govern

ment for a 4 to 6 month period--tuking time away from their own 

occupations and professions. Tl1ey ure going into every agency and 

department of govern~ent to show how efficiency and economy can be 

brought into the munagement of the peoples' affairs. 

One task force is standardizing the floor space allotted to 

employees in governmEnt offices doing similar work. It's inconceiva

ble that this has never been done in our state before. 

On T~ssday last, I received the first recommendation from this 

particular task force and before the day was out, on that recommenda

tion we cancelled construction of a new, 10-story building, scheduled 

to be built this su.~mer. And the savings:$4 million. 

My predecessor had his picture printed on the state maps. This 

governor's picture will not be on those maps. As a matter of fact, 

there will not be any maps. And that will save $192,000. 

Experienced hotel men are checking our prisons as to food buying, 

menus and housekeeping practices. 

Another citizens task force is doing an in-depth study of our 

tax structure. 

No government could possibly hire or afford the manpower now 

working on a voluntary basis in our state. And all we had to do was 

tell t.11em they were needed. 

I do not believe this is peculiar to California. All over 

America, there are citizens who believe government is their business. 

Every problem that besets us, from drop-outs to disease, from job 

training to student loans, is being solved someplace in this country 

by somecr...e who did not 'Hait for government. 

We need an inter-communication system between us, and an early 

warning system, so we can learn the solutions already found and 

head off problems before they become federal projects. 

There is a role for government, but not as a substitute for the 

people. 

Government 1 s role is to lend jn mobilizing the full and voluntary 



In californin, we call thi1~ n C:rc:utive Soci0ty. This is no 

retreat into the p0:: t. This is t 111.j ng the dreorn we once had and 

bringing it forth in a ?,Otl1 cenlury rnoae l. 

worthy o·f yoSr gonert:ition. 

Pnd this is a good aream, 

-Early in thi-s decade, half-•1ay around the \··0rld, ad~:;, j_ c- ,·,-

Ghandi' s resistance--Pandit Nehru--lived in a ._:e; l la-.r. lJ __ ::;3ssive 

boration--playing off east against west and believing lie had the 

situation \,,:ell in hand. In 1962 came a rude aw·akening '''r1e11 t:1e Re<5 

Chinese DDci:red across his border. Ne1iru promptly wen-I: into se: lusion. 

Reuters of London--who have known every contt:ict in Jl,sici for C2cades--

were two days in finding him and as~ed for an evaluation of the 

situation. Be gave them just eigi1t words: "We ha;_;e b2:::n out cf toucil 

with reality." 

Have we been out of touch with reality? rs this the rness2ge 

of last Nov. 8th? Did a restless peopls--a vib:v.-ant peo?le--express 

their discontent with the tired olc3 clicl1es of the 30' s? Di.c1 th·~Y 

tell us they were too self-reliant to sell their dreams of ;:1·1c 

future for the dull security of the ant heap? 

Young Republicans--read the meaning of Nov. 8th very c '1::-e~~ ·;...1lly. 

A wind of change is blo,,!ing across our land. 

Ours was no narrow partisan victory. Democrats and IndeoendEnts 

joined hands with us to vote against what has been g'.:>ing on. 

They voted against going aeeper and de0:Jer into 0eb:t w>en we 

are supposed to be more prosperous than man has ever been. 

They voted against a wc.r on poverty ·which pov2rty is losing. 

They voted again~t the ide-a that V-le can, as a state or nation, 

afford anything 2nd everything simply 'because we think cf it . 

.i\nd because most people believe in rewara for proc\ur.b ve Jaho:r, 

they voted against giving that reward to those who are a'!)le h1t 

unwilling to work. 

They vot0d against the idea that government must grow e~2r 12rgL 

more costly, moro powerful. 

Prosperity '\'11"\ l •' J-1ome young Amcri rans are' t.i;;inr_1 j n def2'.!sc uf 

fr0r·cl0m. 



We have reach~d ~ turning point in time. 

It is our dc·c.U.ny--t11e destiny of our ?art:·r--to of fer a banner 

for the people of <:' 11 p<::.rties to follow. 

Choose the colors well, for they are not in a mood to follow 

the sickly pasteln of cxpedienc:y--the cynical shudes of those win 

buy the people's votes with the peo::>le's money. 

Thousands upon thousands of young people today are <Jrop~ .ig i'cr 

an answer to their coubts--for a meaning and a cause tbey can believe 

in. And some are finding the wrong cause. 

Perhaps all of us are out of touch with reality. 

Half a million raen in Vietnam deoend upon a parade of ships 
J... ... - -

into SC'ligon Harbor for sup? lies. 'l'hose shi;_)S mu 3 t d2r2 the Russian-

made mines and tor?edoes regularly ~lanted in that harbor. 

But we are told that; if we take those same mines and put them 

in the 'harbor at Hai:;;hong, the war will g:c0'.'.7 big9er, rno:!'.'e terrible 

and might even become World War III. Yet into th2t harbor come the 

munitions that each Clay kill young h1iericans. 

To the man getting killed, the war is already p:cetty big. 

80% of those mines are Russian-·rn2de, but we are offerir1g a 

trade deal to increase Russia's industrial capccity and th2 9r2ss 

reports we are considering buying hundreds of millions of aollars 

worth of generators from Russia for our own Grano Coulee Dam. 

It would be the height of folly for us to challenge the sir!cerit::: 

of those who believe we can unilaterally end t~1e cold war sirr.?lY by 

convinci;ig the enemy of our good intentions# 1,1fhile we make no reque:<t!'"'. 

that he abandon his self-announced intenticn of imposing his v1i 11 U?Dl~ 

the 1;1orld. 

'de can challenge their lack of touch v.rith reality. Within a 

one week period we have seen a ·war in the Iviid-2ost begin and e:1C'1, 

and it did not bring on World War III. 

A sma 11 nation, faced with the denial of its so·..rcrei S'ffly·--i yide."" =-, 

of its very existence--remindcd us that the price of freedom i.s ld9~1, 

but never so costly as th£ loss of it. 

Now comes reality ancJ how to resolve t11c i!:sues 1>1 01·9::.\ , ;.1 l'Y 

the conflict. Again we have been conf rontecl \1/i th the crea il1i_ 1 i ~y gciiJ. 



with drastic and extreme alternatives. Once again indecision and 

vacillation have: left ua with harder decisions than the ones we have 

already failed to make. 

We are involved in the M.id-Eust. We have been involved with 

the Mid-East. The presence of the 6th Fleet in the Mediterranean 

is eviaence of our involvement. The mischief-making of the Soviet 

Union in that area makes it very clear that our national interest 

is inextricably woven into the fabric of the problem that must be 

solved. 

l'> .. rneri.cans, Israelis and Arabs must find an enduring solution 

to the ?roblems of thirst and hunger of a hundred million people who 

were born or migrated to that desert areao 

And we should seek a long'.l>range determination 'of the vital 

interests of all concerned without dependency on the United Nations. 

In going counter to those Americans who believe the United 

States can safely rest its case with the U.N., confident of a fair 

hearing--who believe that the Russians share with us a desire to 

co-exist--we must not re9udiate their dream of world peace, for 

this is a good dream. We share that dream. It is a dream as old 

as man himself. 

What we do repudiate is their method of achieving that dream, 

which is played against the background music of the tapping of Neville 

I 

Chamberlain's umbrella leading us to that sorry inevitable end of the 

appeasement trail: the slaughter of a generation of young men. 

We backed down in Laos and thought we had brought peace. 

We bought Vietnam. 

How long has it been since an American has spoken as did Dwight 

David Eisenhower v:hen the Red Chinese threatened the invasion of 

Formosa and he bluntly replied "They'll have to crawl over the 7th 

Fleet to do it". 

And no young men died as a result of that statement. 

We can--we must--we will co-exist with the communists, but only 

when we can deal through a position of strength, not relying on the 

hope that an enemy, :increasingly nble to match us in power, \11111 

j, 



imposing his will on the world. 

We can--we wjll--we must co-exist, hut not ns a timid sup?li-

cant. 

Co-existence must be guaranteed by strength, by our wilJ.ingness 

to pay the full price for freedom. 

Let us present to the peoJ?le clear ar,a underGtandali ! e i-:.(,;.;j "-j o. 1s 

on other problems that have vexed us for so long. 

Because freedom is indivisible, we will take an active role 

in op9osir:g all who deny freedom to anyone because of rac2, religion 

or national origin. 

We must take the lead in guarantesi:::-.. g t-.~·1at every citizen ~an 

enjoy the benefits of an abundant society in ··rcpcrtion to his 2})il

ity. But we will not tolerate U:ose who u32 eitbe:::- civi "l.. rigll'.-:s or 

the right of dissent as an excuse to take to ~he streets for riot and 

mob violence-·-even v..1hen it is cc:lled ci·\·il disobedier~ce. 

We shall do our upmost to elimin<::te po'rerty of t~le genuinely 

poor, but we shall deny the arrogant misuse of pcnerty funds for puli

tical nest-building. 

Let us oppose the use of taxation and de£2.ci t spe:ndiris c;s a means 

of controlling the eco:11omy. 

In·the world's richest nation we are told we could re0uce 

the highest crime rate by eliminating poverty. Let us say j_nste:::d, the 

criminal--not society--is responsible for his misd~eds and puLi3hme~~ 

of the guilty should be swift and cert2in: 

J.i..nd above all, let 12s reaffirm th::t e~e national purpcse is the 

ultimate in freedom fo~ t~e individual, consistent with law and order. 

Now .•. may I presume on your hos9itality ... you have come to a moroent 

of truth. You have within your power the ability to broadEn the base 

of the party. More than haJ.f the voters next year will be of yo~1r 

age group. How much rr.:>re t~ me, how man:-/ mo:.:-e chances wi 11 ·.-1e 1: :;vc.:? 

You must decide now whether or not this cause is rilorc jJ~•i)o;:tc.nt 

than the possible :i 1 l-fecling cond n9 from your contests wi ~1d n yoL~r 

organization ... whGLhr•r or not gru11ri<·:i you may hoJrJ--~)it:tcrn .• ~, ;:',L'm 

past conflicts wi I h:.i n this orgz.inj ·~ f. J on--~re Titure inir;ort.a.r;t \h~1:1 t:1is 
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REMARKS OF GOVERNOR REAGAN TO F J.CT· ... FINDING CONFERE~CE 
ON WELFARE FRAUD ' 

Sacramento~-It is a pleasure to welcome you her~ today to che first 

:· public conference on welfare fraud in California. You represent tho3e 

elements that can best decide whethe
1
r there is substantial fraud arid 

abuse in the public assistance programs ;e.}f Ca_lifornia 

One o~ the promises we made in our campaign last year was that, 

as '?art of our effr.Jrt to streamline welfare administration, we would 

look into this problem. Our aim is to make certain that the truly / 

deserving on the welfare roles are not shortchanged by those w~qse only 

claim to a welfare check is a dislike of work. 

This conference is the first step toward developing a plan under 

which law enforcement and welfare agencies can work together to find 

and evaluate fraud in our assistance programs. 

I would suggest to you that one of the most productive results of 

this conference would be a definition of what actually constitutes 

fraud. Lack of such a definition has
1 

been a major obstacle in combat-

ting welfare abuses. 

With us today are the chairman and members of ,the new State Social 

Welfare Board. These people have a particular role to play at this 

meeting which I will discuss i::i a moment. First, however, let me intro-

duce them. The chairman is Mr Nel:son Hm·iard of Pasadena. Other mem-

bers are ~rs. Estella Dooley of San Francisco. Mrs. Mary Roberts Ripley 

' and Mr. Walter Lee of Los Angeles, Mr. 1...rthur. Tirado of Fresno, Mr. J. 

Steve Williams of San l3ernadino and .Mr. Walter Dolfini of Eureka. 

These ladies and gentlemen from all parts of California ccin be an 

effective team in identifying and helping to solve the problerrs of :::mb-

lie welfare. 

As. part of their\ responsibilities I am asking them today dS p2:rt 

of their advisory responsibilities to John Montgomery and rr7s~Jf, t0 

carry on a continuing survey of the extent of welfare fraud .::rd e!'JlJE'e 

in California, I am also asking them to formulate lor.q-r~r.~r~ vJ ....-Y3 on 

improving the use of the taxpayer's welfare dolla.c. 
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Though, as I have made it clear, we intend f:o 1.iecd out welfare 

cheats ilOW on California's welfare rolls, ·we have no intention of making 

this investigatrion a witchhunt,. or letting it be lzbeled as such by 

those who see welfare as way of life and horrest employment as siomething 

for the other fellow. 

This investigation should also clear the air as to how much wel-

fare cheating is actually going on in California. Until this is known 

the question will continue to haunt and hurt the public assistance 

p=ogram. 

•roday' s conference is being held primarily to discuss the role of 

the legal proi'ession--and law enfor;cement--in public welfare and welfarf-

fr<::"J.d. 

For instance, there are valid questions about legal services for 

the poor, the confidentiality of the welfare rolls and the rights as 

well as responsibilities of welfare applicants and recipient3. 

However, to carry on the emphasis on fraud, I have asked the social 

welfare board to schedule public hearings t11::-ougr~out the state to sift 

fraud charges and allegations. And I have also asked the bo'.'lrd to I 
wo::k closely with •a standing colt".mittee of respnnsible citizens to be 

designated by Spencer Williams, in order that a full and com?lete report 

can be developed and present. 

Now, bec~use I know you mave much to do, I declare this conferenc 

officially open. I know ym:r J.iscussions and deliberations will be of 
I 

major service.to our state and to this administration. 

# # 
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EXCERPTS FROM SPEECH BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN ' 
r'-

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF LIUETENANT GOVERNORS -SAlq FRANCISCO 

It is good to be here. 

It is not often that you can see so many people at one time who 

are only a single heartbeat away from a governship. As I look at 

you out there, you all remind me of Bob Finch. And this country is 

in great shape if you all are doing as good a job as Bob is doing. 

You know, there have been some malicious rumors that Bob and I 

do not work very closely together.· A..11.d it is true. He is on the 

second floor and I am on the first. 

But we do manage to bridge the distance and we do work together. 

We nave lunch once a week--where we chew over the problems of 

government. And that can be quite a mouthful. 

In fact, there are those who suggest the diet is completely in-

I 

digestible. Bob and I are agreed that you can let the seeds spoil 

your enjoyment of the watermelon or you can spit them cut and we have 
j 

decided to spit them out. 

But seriously, the job of lieutenant governor, as you well know, 

is more than.keeping tabs on the governor's pulse. 

In California, it is not at all like that of Vice President. 

The California Lieutenant Governor works. He has specific constitu-

tional duties. 

There are some other differences between Bob and the Vice 

President too--for instance, Bob is not from Minnesota. 
\ 

In a way, a lieutenant governor should be compared to a vice 

president--an executive vice president of a business corporation; and 

that is our case in California. 

Bob serves as presiding officer of the State Senate in his spare 

time. 

That is, when he is not busy as a regent of the university sys-

tem, a trustee of the state college system, chairman of the commission 
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of the californias and chairman of the Bi-Centennial Commission~ 

Which he does when he is not working as a member of the National 

Republican Coordinating Committee's Task Force on Job Opportunities, 

the executive committee of the Intergovernmental Council on Urban 

Growth and the State Lands Committee. 

All of which, of course, is in addition to his duties as a mem-

ber of the Governor's Council, the California State Disaster council, 

the Commission on Interstate Cooperation and the Governor's Cabinet. 

And then, because in this case we have a hardworking, able and 

conscientious public servant, he has taken on one or two other jobs 

at my request. 

Now, all of this makes Bob Finch a pretty busy man, which really 

may not be bad. If my golf ga~e shows a sudden improvement, you will 

know I thought of a few additional chores for him. 

As a candidate, and now as a constitutional officer, Bob has the 

support of the people of California because his stands are clear, and 

he is willing to work for his beliefs and for his state. 

Now, if all this sounds like I am campaigning for Bob's re-

election, it is not meant to. He still has three-and-a-half years to 

go on his present term. 

But I did want yoti other lieutenant governors to know that we 

appreciate him, value his aid and counsel and are glad he is on our 

team. 

But even'though we are happy with Bob, or perhaps because of it, 

we think there is much that can be done and snould be done to upgrade 

the job of the lieutenant governor. 

One of the things I think should be done is to make certain that 

the lieutenant governor is recognized as a member of the executive 

branch,, not the legislative branch. / 

It is fine tq have a way to break ties. But I think it is wron1 

to elect a man to a!1 executive position and then have him become in-

volved in the legislative process. 

A man cannot be both fish and fowl. ]l;nd neither should the 
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separation of powers be illegitimized by making one man both an 

executive and a legislator. 

And incidentally, while I am not one to go around.telling other 

states how to run their affairs, let me·say that I think a lieutenant 

governor is something no state should be without. 

That, by the way, is a feeling we Californians have in general. 

We believe California should always have a l~eutenant gove~nor. 

For that reason, we have a unique clause in cur C~nstitution 

that lets the governor appoint a new lieutenant governor if anything 

happens to the old one. 

This means California always has a line of succession in case 

something happens to the governor. Unfortunately, however, we now 

have a weak link in that line of succession--som0thing both Bob and 

I think should be changed. An.d that is, under cur system,· the candi-

dates: for governor and lieutenant governor run for off ice separately 

and are elected separately. 
I 

We think they should be a team before they ci:ce elected to make/ 

sure they are a team after they are elected. 

We have had cases in California where there h~s been a governor. 

of one party and a lieutenant governor of the ot~er and the governor 

did not dare leave the state for fear the lieutenant governor would 

change the locks while he was gone. 

But peyond that, it just does not make sense to us to have a 

situation where theoretically a lieutenant g'overnor of the opposite 

party could always work against the governor, and even, as acting 

governor, completely ur~do the work of t11e governor .. 

Now, I grant you that no honorabl~ man, thrust into the position 

' 
where he could take aov<:intage of ' .l- • .i- ..... . 

~~le si ,..ua ... ion, woeld do so. But, 

while you and I are hcno:c::.i:iJ.e, I am not so sure about the other guy. 

Regardless, we s~e t:1is as a flow in a;1y system, just as did our 

forefathers. And as they changed the national situation, so we hope, 

(. in the next fou..= years, to be 2.ble to cb.i!'.1g'2! the situ2ti::m in 

California. 
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We would like to see here a. constitutional amendment tjlat would 
' \ let the people, in the general election, vote for governor and lieu-. 

tenant governor as a teom. 

In the primary, I am inclined, at this time, to favor separate 

races: let the people chose who they want as the party's nominee for 

lieutenant governor, just as they do for governor.· 

But then unite them after the primary, just as we do in the 

national general. election. 

There are also two other modifications I would like to see in the 

laws governing the governor and thei lieutenant governor. 

First, I would like to see the governship of California limited 

by constitutional amendment to two cons~cutive te~ms. Then the lieu-

tenant goyernor could say "How are you?" without being suspected of 

taking a political sounding. 

But, more important, I believe that a man can grow tired in 
( 
\ office, as can an administration. I believe that new blood means new 

vigor, new ideas, new approaches to the problems of the people and of 

government. 

I do not believe that any man is indispensable. 

The other change I would like to see is one that would leave the 

governor still governor, but able to delegate powers to the lieuten- . 

ant governor while he, the governo~, is out cf state. 

Now I realize that from state to state, the rules vary, but in 

California, the minute I step across the state line, Bob Finch is 

governor. 

That is all right. But just suppose Bob had not won. Suppose 

it was just me and a lieutenant governor with a prior obligation to 

the opposing party. 

I do not believe that w1'!en a governor crosses a state line, he 

inuneSJ.iately is no :longer fit to govern. Just ns I do not believe that 

when. the President leaves the country, he should turn the country 

over to Hubert Humphrey. (In some circles, I could win my point with 

that line alone.} 
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I do believe, though, that if the governor leaves the state, he 

should delegate certain chores to the lieutenant governor so that 

government can continue to function. 

The responsibility of signing bills, for instance ••• the righ~ to 

call out the National Guard in case of an emergency if the governor 

is vacationing in Greece. 

But I do not believe that our laws should be allowed to endanger 

the policies and programs of a state administration if the governor 

has been summoned to Washington or has accepted a speaking engagement 

outside the state. 

Now, once again, let me make it clear we are not talking here 

about Bob Finch. What we are talking about is principles of govern-

ment. And I would be perfectly willing to let any changes in our 

constitution take place after my term of office expires. 

As I said earlier, I realize the rules of government vary from 

state to state. And I am not suggesting that any state except 
! 

California change its laws. But I am suggesting that, as elected 

officials, one of our duties--both yours , and mine·~-is to work to make 

government more responsive to the will of' ti.18 pen:p~'.e, and government 
' ' 

officials more effective in performing their fun~tions. 

But now, that is enough of our theories of go-vernment.. Let me 

get down to the practical aspects of what a lieutenant governor's job 

should or could be. 

A lieutenant govern.or's responsibilities in the go .. Jernor's 

office should only be limited by his constitu-i:ior:al du.ties, his 
. ' 

wi!11ingness to work a.nd. the confidence th~ go-ver~or has in him. 
\ 

In our case, as I mentioned earlier, the lieuter..::=.nt governor 

does ha~1e stc:'.tUt(•ry o·.r~ies ~-:".:1at limit his time a~z1 C.iVailability some-

whut. 

But there have been no limitations on either bis wi:iingness to 

work or in my confidence that he will do us a job. 

In California, it has been our belief that the lieutenant gover-

nor could be o~ most value in two areas. One--as a troubleshooter, 
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and two, in what is the theme of this conference--as a broker or 

coordinator between government and the independent sector. 

You know, here in California, in what we have chosen to call 

11 The creative Society, 11 we have turned to tbe independent sector to 

help solve the problems both of government and of the people. 

We do not think government has all, or even most, of the answers. 

We do not believe that government can gather together an elite group 

that can supply_ the answers to all the problems of our complex age 

and our many-faceted societyo 

But we do believe that for every problem that faces government 

or the people, there is an answer and that someone, or some business 

or some group has found or can find that answer. 

Gov~rnment, as a servant of the people--and we believe that 

government should be the servant and not the master of the people--

has a responsibility to turc to the independent sector for those 

answers. 

~.nd then to apply them to all the people and to make them work. 

That is where the lieutenant governor can come in and where, in 

California, he has come ino 

You all know the story of Watts. And you have heard how one man, 

Chad McClellan, marshalled industry aftar the riots to provide jobs 

for the people, of that n.rea an1 how, in a year, he was able to put 

more than 17,000 people to work. 

Well, as you know, after the elect::. on m~::t even before the 

Inauguration, Bob and I got together with Chad McClellan and he, at 

our request, expanded t:.1at program statewide. I think I would rather 

that Bob told you about how that.program is working in detail and he 
I 

can do it better than I can. 

Because at my request he took on the job of serving as liaison 

bet~een government and Chad's effort. 
i 

Incidentally, this ties in with another job, that of chairman of 

our Job Training and Placement Council, under which we are developing 

a statewide system of making jobs available to trainees. 
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The entire private sector is being asked to work with the state 

in this program. 

In another area, Bob is coordinating two study groups looking 

at the state's computer hardware. 

This vital, but expensive, equipment had been purchased in the 

past in a willy-nilly fashion with more thought to the prestige of a 

department having its own computer than how to make the best use of 

one. 

One of our study groups is working to see how the state can work 

with cities and counties and other agencies of government to insure 

that computers get maximum use, that duplication is avoided, and that 

information and equ~pment is standardized. 

Another group is seeking to inventory all the co~puters owned 

by the state. This, amazingly, had never been done. We expect that 

this study will result in consolidating the use of computers in the 

state government, perhaps getting rid of some and once again standard-

izing operating procedures. 

Bob has estimated that millions and millions of dollars can be 

saved through these studies. 

But these studies are only the beginning of o~r efforts to stream~ 

• line government in California and make it mo:::-e e:.::':~ cier:.t. 

If I may, I would like tc talk about tl:is fo;:· a minute. 

Now of course, I recognize that each state h;::s different problems 

and different laws and that states differ in the wu.y they a.re run and 

' the efficiencies and economies that have be.en ca:;:-ried out. 

But I think what is needed today, and what we arc driving at 

today, is a change in attitude among state officials, from governors 

and lieutenant governors on down. 

A new attitude that recognizes that tax money is the people's 

money and that the people's servants--you and I--have an obligation 

to be frugal with it and invest and spend it wisely. 

An attitude that recognizes that government is the people and 
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that the officials of government are the servants of the people. 

An attitude that says government must be both respons~ve and 
\ 

responsible, that social gains proposed by government must not be 

accomplished by a loss of freedom for the people and that governments' 

actions today must be viewed in the light of their impact on the 

future .. 

With a recognition of both the needs of the people and our 

responsibilities to the people, we--both the lieutenant governors 

and the governors--can work together for the good of the people. 

Above all, we must recognize t.he right of the people, and the 

ability of the people, to have a major voice in deciding what is 

good for them. 

That, after all, is what our government is all about. 

######## 

NOTE:· Since the governor speaks from notes, there may be changes 
and/or additions made; however, he will stand by the above 
quotes. 
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It is good to be here. 

It is not of ten that you can see so many people at one time who 

are only a single heartbeat away from a governship. As I look at 

you out there, you all remind me of Bob Finch. And this country is 

in great shape if you all are doing as good a job as Bob is doing. 

You know, there have been some malicious rumors that Bob and I 

do not work very closely together. And it is true. He is on the 

second floor and I am on the first. 

But we do manage to bridge the distance and we do work together • 
. 

We have lunch once a week--where we chew over the problems of 

government. And that can be quite a mouthful. 

In fact, there are those who suggest the diet is completely in-
! 

digestible. Bob and I are agreed that you can let the seeds spoil 

your enjoyment of the watermelon or you can spit them out and we have 

decided to spit them out. 

But seriously, the job of lieutenant governor, as you well know, 

• is more than.keeping tabs on the governor's pulse. 

In California, it is not at all like that of Vice President. 

The California Lieutenant Governor works. He has specific constitu-

tional duties. 

There are some other differences between Bob and the Vice 

l ' ' ' 
President too--for instance, Bob is not ffom Minnesota. 

In.a way, a lieutenant governor should be compared to a vice 

president--an executive vice president of a business corporation; and 

that is our case in california. 

Bob serves as presiding officer of the State Senate in his spare 

time. 

That is, when he is not busy as a regent of the university sys-

tem, a trustee of the state college system, chairman of the commission 
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of the Californias and chairman of the Bi-Centennial Commission. 
# 

Which he does when he is not working as a member of the National 

Republican Coordinating Committee's Task Force on Job Opportunities, 

the executive committee of the Intergovernmental Council on Urban 

Growth and the State Lands Committee. 

All of which, of course, is in addition to his duties as a mem-

ber of the Governor's council, the California State Disaster council, 

the Commission on Interstate Cooperation a.'1.d the Governor• s Cabinet. 

And then, because in this case we have a hardworking, able and 

conscientious public servant, he has taken on one or two other jobs 

at my request. 

Now, all of this makes Bob Finch a pretty busy man, which reall~, 

may not be bad. If my golf game shows a sudden improvement, you will 

know I thought of a few additional chores for him. 

As a candidate, and now as a constitutional officer, Bob has the· 
(-
\. support of the people of California because his stands are clear, and 

he is willing to work for his beliefs and for his state. 

Now, if all this sounds like I am campaigning for Bob's re-

election, it· is not meant to. He still has three-and-a-half years to 

go on his present term. 

But I did want you other lieutenant governors to know that we. 

appreciate him, value his aid.and counsel and are glad he is on our 
! 
' 

team. 

But even'though we are happy with Bob, or perhaps because of it, 

we think there is much that can be done and should be done to upgrade 

the job of the lieutenant governor. 

One of the things I think should be done is to make certain that 
I 

the lieutenant governor is recognized as a member of the executive 

branch,, not the legislative branch. . / 

fine.~/ have j way y break ties. But I think it is wroni' 
man to/an executive 'position and then have him become in-

.It .is , . I . 
to e!lect a 

I 

volved in the legislative process. 

A man cannot be both fish• and fowl. A.t1d neither should the 
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separation of powers be illegitimized by making one man both an 

executive and ~ legislator. 
I 

Md incidentally, while I am not one to go around telling other 

states how to run their affairs, let me say that 1 think a lieutenant 

governor is something no state should be without. 

That, by the way, is a feeling we Californians have in general. 

We bel:ieve California should always.have a !.:!..eutenant governor. 

For that reason, we have a unique clause in cur Constitution 

that lets the governor appoint a new lieutenant governor if anything 

happens to the old one. 

This means California always has a line of succession in case 

something happens to the governor. Unfortunately, however, we now 

have a weak link in that line of succession--som~thing both Bob and 

I think should be changed. A.~d that is, under cur system, the candi

dates~ for governor and lieutenant governor run for off ice separately 

. and are elected separately. 

We think they should be a team before they. ;:1:ce elected to make / . 

sure they are a team after they a=e elected. 

We have had cases in California where there has been a governor 

of one party and a lieutenant governor of the ot~er and the governor 

did not dare leave the state for fear the lieutenant governor would 

change the lock~ while he was gone. 
' ' 

But beyona\that, it just does not make sense to us to have a 
. I 

situation wh~re theoretically a lieutenant governor of the opposite 

party could always work against the governor, and even, as acting 
i 

governor, completely U?~do the work of the governor. 

Now, I grant you that no honorabl~ man, thrust into the position 
i 

where he could take amrnr...b-~ge of the situation, woi.;:ld do so. But, 

while you and I are hcnc:c~!JJ.e, I am not so sure about the other guy. 

Regardless, we see 1t:1.is a3 a 
, • I . ! 

t:Or/efathers. Ah~ as they charlcred 
I •I '"' 

flc:iw in a:1y •system, just as did our 

in the next fou~ years, to be c.ble to c~a!'.'.i.g,e t'he si tu?.ti::m in 

t..:he national situation, so we hope, 

( 
California. 
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We would like to see here a constitutional amendment that would 

let the people, in the general election, vote for governor and lieu-

tenant governor as a team. 

In the primary, I am inclined, ft this time, to.favor separate 

races; let the people chose who they want as the party's nominee for 

lieutenant governor, just as they do for governor. 

But then unite them after the primary, just as we do in the 

national general.election. 

There are also two other modifications I would like to see in the 

laws governing the governor and the lieutenant governor. 

First, I would like to see the governship of California limited 

by constitutional amendment to two consecutive te:r.:us. Then the lieu-

tenant governor could say "How are you?" without being suspected of 

taking a political sounding. 

But, more important, I believe that a man can grow_ tired in 

office, as can an administration. I believe that new blood means new 
\ 

vigor, new ideas, new approaches to the problems of the people and of 

government. 

I do not believe that any man is ind~spensable. 

The other change I would like to see is one that would leave the 

governor still governor, but able to delegate powers to the lieuten- . 

ant governor while he, the governor, is out of state. 

I 

Now I realize that from state to state, the rules vary, but in 
. I 

California, the minute I step across the state line, Bob Finch is 

gov;ernor o 1 

1 ' 

\ 
Thai:j is all right~ But'just suppose Bob had not won. Suppose 

it was just me and a. lieutenant governor with a prior obligation to 
I . 
i 

the opposing pa,.rty. 
\ 

l do not believe that when a governor crosses a state line, he 

imrr\.ediately is no longer fit to govern. Just o.s I do not believe that 

·when the President leaves the country, he should turn the country 
I 

over to Hubert Humphrey. {In some circles, I could win my point with 

that line alone.) 
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I do believe, though, that if the governor leaves the state, he 

should delegat~ certain chores to the lieutenant governor so that 

government can continue to function. 

The responsibility of signing bills, for instance ••• the right to 

call out the National Guard in case of an emergency if the governor 

is vacationing in Greece. 

But I .do not believe that our laws should be all0111ed to endanger 

the policies and programs of a state administration if the governor 

has been summoned to Washington or has accepted a speaking engagement 

outside the state. 

Now; once again, let me make it clear we are not talking here 

about Bob Finch. What we are talking about is principles of govern-

ment. And I would be perfectly willing to let any changes in our 

constitution take place after my term of office expires. 
i 
As I said earlier, I realize the rules of government vary from 

( state to state. And I am not suggesting that an:~l state except 

California change its laws. But I am suggesting that, as elected 

officials, one of' our duties--both yours and mine·~-is to work to make 

government more responsive to the will of tbi:; pe::-rp:te, and government 

officials more effective in performing their fun::tions. 

But now, that is enough of our theories of government. Let me 

get down to the 1practical aspects of what a lieutenant governor's job 
' ; i 

should or could be. 
' ' f 

A lieutenant governor's responsibilities in the governor's 

office should only bF! limited by his constitutior:al duties, his 

willingness to work and the confidence the goverr.or has in him. 

In our case, as I mentioned earlier, the lieuten::!.nt governor 
I 

does ha"Je steo.tut·:)ry G'.1ti0s ·~-:~:;.at ,limit his time a.~1-:1 availability some-

whnt. 
i 

But there have been' no limitations on either his wi:!.lingness to 
I I 

' ! '! ' 
in my cortfidence'that he will do us a job. 

. 'I , . 

\ 

In California, it has been our belief that the lieutenan~ gover-

nor could be of most value in· two areas. One--as. a troubleshooter, 
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and two, in what is the theme of this conference--as a broker or 

coordinator between government and the independent sector. 

You know, here in California. in what we have chosen to call 
! 

"The Creative Society, 11 :we have turned to the independent sector to 
I 

help solve the problems both of government and of the people. 

We do not think government has all, or even most, of the answers. 

We do not believe that government can gather· together an elite group 

that can supply-the answers to all the problems of 'our complex age 

and our many-faceted societyo 

But we do believe that for every problem· that faces government 

or the people, there is an answer and that someone, or some business 

or ·some group has found or can find that answer. 

Government, as a servant of: the people--and we believe that 

government should be the servant and not the master of the people--

has a responsibility to turr.. to the independent sector for those 

answers. 

And then to apply them: to all the people and to make them work .. 

That is where the lieutenant governor can come in and where, in 

California, he has come ino 

You all know the story of Watts. And you have heard how one man, 

Chad McClellan, marshalled industry aftar the riots to provide jobs 

for the people of that area and how, in a year, he was able to put 

more than 17,000 people to work. 

Well, as you know, after the elect.ion cn-;.d even before the 
i 

Itjauguration, Bob and I gbt together with Chad 'McClellan and he, at 
i 1 \ 

our request, expan1ed. tl1at program statewide.. I think I would rather 

that Bob ,told you about how that program is working in detail and he 
/ 
I 

, can do it better than I can. 
1 · 
l 

I 

• Because at my request he took on the job of serving as liaison 

i 
between government and Chad's effort. 

Incidentally, this ties in with another job, that of chairman of 
I 

our Job Training and Placement Council, under. whic,h we are developing 

;::i i:;tatewide svstem of making jobs available to trainees. 
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The entire private sector is being asked to work with the state 

in this program,. 

In another area, Bob is coordinating two study groups looking 

at the state's computer hardware. 

This vital, but expensive, equipment had been purchased in the 

past in a willy-nilly fashion with more· thought to the prestige of a 

department having its own computer than how to make the best use of 

one. 

One of our study groups is working to see how the state ca.n work 

with cities and counties and other agencies of government to insure 

that computers get maximum use~ ~hat duplication is avoided, and that 

information and equipment is standardized. 

Another group is seeking to inventory all the co~puters owned 

by the state. This, amazingly, had never been done. We expect that 
i 

this study will result in consolidating the use of computers in the 

state government, perhaps getting rid of some and once again standard-

izing operating procedures. 

Bob has estirriated that millions and millions of dollars can be 

saved through these studies. 

But these studies are only the beginning of o~r efforts to stream-

line government in California and make it mo~e e~~~cie~t. 

If I may# I' would like tc talk about this fo~:· a minute. 

Now of course, I recognize that each state h~s different problems 

and different laws and that states differ in the l1l:.J.Y they are run and 

the efficiencies and economies that have been ca.:-ried out. 

But I think what is needed today, and what we arc driving at 
i 

today, is a change in a.ttitude among state officials, from governors 

and li~utenant governors on down. 

, A new attitude that 
/ 
recogn,izes that tax money is the people's 

i , I ! f 1 
mon~y and that th,k people's setvants--you and I--have an obligation 

' 

to be frugal with it and invest and spend it wisely. 

An attitude that recognizes that government is the people and. 
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that the officials of government are the servants of the people. 

An attitude that says government must be both responsive and 

responsible, that social gains proposed by government must not be 

accomplished by a loss of freedom for the people and that governments• 

! 
actions today must be viewed in the light of their impact on the 

future. 

With a recognition of both the needs of the people and our 

responsibilities to the people, we--both the lieutenant governors 

and the governors--can work together for the good of the people. 
' 

Above all, we must recognize the right of the
1
people,and the 

ability of the people, to have a major voice in deciding what is 

good for them. 

That, after all, is what our government is all about. 

# # # '# # # # # 

NOTE: Since the governor speaks from notes, there may be changes 
and/or additions made; however, he will stand by the above 
quotes. 

\ 
\ 

I 

I 

i 
i 
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It is a special pleasure for me to be here today and to become a 

member of the Breakfast Club. After all, I came out of an industry in 

which ham is a basic ingredient. You know, of course,, that a ham is 

an actor you don't have to egg on. 

But now., of course, I'm in a different industry--one in which the 

porkbarrel is more important---one in which you bring home the bacon 

and we spend it before you can eat it. 

But seriously, there is more to government than just spending 

your money, or even fighting the fight to see how little we must spend 

in order to provide you the services you demand. 

There is also the matter of providing excellence in the serv,ices 

government must supply. 

It is not enough to be frugal. While government must spend only 

that money it needs, it also has an obligation to spend that money 

wisely and to insure that each dollar buys the best dolla~'s worth 

possible, whether it be in the area of; road building, law enforcement 

or education. 

No government service is more important to a free society, such 

as ours, or to a highly complex society, such as ours, as the provision 

of education. 

No society can be a free society unless it is a literate society. 

No nation can long exist these days as a free nation and as a leader 

among nations unless it maintains a place as a leader in the tech-

nological and scientific revolution that has peen proceeding at an 

explosive rate for the last 25 years. 

We have recognized this in America and in California. 

Today I would like to t~lk a few m~nutes about education in 

California, particularly higher educati0n. 

Higher education 1 s roJ,e in CaJ :ifv:"nia is c1iffer~nt in one major 

way from that of educati0n in the £'::..~(''."..; t tli-:''Ji.'.-:'.;h th~ ::.~~th grades and 

any examination of higher educatio::: rc_u:>t be r&ide ln the light of this 

difference. 

That difference is that grade school and high school educati~1 Dl 

California are compulsory. It is strange in a land where we talk 

freedom and believe in freedom that education should be requtred. 
-1-
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But our forefati~ J knew, as we know, that ~ y an educated 

populace can remain free. 

Today, we have now come a step farther. Today, we recognize that 

it is no longer .enough to assure our children a basic educat'ion. 
i 

Today's world demands more of those who have the capacity and the 

desire to give more. 

Horatio Alger heroes are getting fewer and fewer. Luck and pluck 

alone will not conquer cancer, solve the problems of air, water and lan~ 

pollution, cure our traffic problems, put an end to urban blight or give 

our nation t~e weapons it needs to protect itself in an unfriendly world. 

As a matter of fact, they're really not enough anymore to assure 

a man much more than a living wage. 

Today, then, a higher education benefits both the individual and 

society. And as both share in its benefits, so it is right that both 

should share in its costs. 
·' 

But education must never be priced beyond the reach of those.who 

who want it or those who need it, regardless of their economic status. 

That philosophy has always prevailed in California. It has been 

responsible for the development of a university system recognized as 

r having no peer in the nation, a college system that has provided higher 
\, 

education to hundreds of thousands of young men and women, and for a 

junior college system that is a model other states seek to follow. 

But our concentration on excellence in our higher education system 

has resulted in the development of side problems in the system---proble~s 

th~t are not insoluable but that have largely been ignored as they 

developed, until now we have reached the point where action must be 

taken. 

Foremost among those problems is the make-up of our student 

populations at the various campuses of the university. 

Bluntly, they have become almost closed campuses, available mainly 

to those who come from upper middle class, white families. 

Exact figures are not available but we know for instance that 
were 

last year there I less:. than 100 Mexican .. American students attending 

UCLA. And we know that Negroes were represented not nearly in 

proportion to their percentage of population. 

We know too that more than 75 percent of the University's students 
r } 

come'from families that earn more than $8,000 annually. Another 11 

percent have family incomes of between $6 and $8 thousand and only a 

little over 12 percent come from families with less than $6,000 income 

~lm~~t the same number come from families that have incomes 



· .. n excess of $25,000. 
I 
\ ( 

Strangely our state college system is not much better. Only 14 

percent of the students there come from families that have ~ncomes of 

under $6,ooo a year. 

Only in our junior colleges do appreciable numbers come from the 

lm·1er economic strata. There,, nearly one-fourth of the students come 

from families with incomes under $6,000 a year. 

It is obvious from this that we are qoing a poor job of providing 

~igher education for our lower income groups. In effect, we are 

perpetuating poverty by making it virtually impossible for those stu

dents from lower income families to get college educations that in turn 

will increase in a major way their earning potentials and rai~e the 

standards of themselves and their children. I am talking, of course, 

about the children of our minority groups who have special problems 

because of color or language barriers. 

We talk much about equality of opportunity for our minorities. 

We have done little about providing equality of education which is basic 

to equality of opportunity. 

I am here today to talk primarily about a plan--this administration's 

plan-- to provide equality of opportunity through education, not only 
I 

for our ecomomically deprived minorities) but for all our lower income 
i 

students who have the capacity and the will to learn. 

I have chosen to call this the "-Equal.· Education Plan• 11 

We are not married to it in detail, but we hope that our colleges 

and universities will accept its principles as at least a first step 

toward providing ;an opportunity for equ~tiJt~~~bb for all our students, 

not just those who can afford it. Then we can work out details 

agreeable to all concerned. 

Before I discuss the plan itself, let me say it will take the 

active cooperation, not only of the colleges and universities but 

also the school districts a.nd the high schools to mak.e any .. plan work, 

if it is to work, in those areas where we have large froups of 

,ninorities. 

It will take the cpoperation, the interest and enthusiasm of all 
i 

those in public education to make this plan work because it is not 

·enough just to make an education available. It also must be made 

knovm, explained and in many cases even encourageiand sold-- espe0.lcilly 

to students who come from homes where there is a language ha1·rier, 

- 3 -
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there is illite
1
1 acy or \1;here, because of en, .Lronmental factors, 

there is lack of ambition and even hopelessness. 

Therefore, this plan--any plan--will need an aggressive guidance 

and information program at the high school level, expanded counseling 

and even a recruiting system. 

This should not be the responsibility of the high schools alone. 

( The college and university systems should work hand in hand with the 

school districts to assure that every student capable of acquiring and 

absorbing a college education has access to one. We hear much in 

meetings of the university Regents about the benefits to the University . 
of having substantial numbers of out-of-state students. And rightfu_lly 

so. These do broaden the range of students and make for a more 

meaningful student dialogue. 

However, here in California we have a broad strata of students 

who, if they just could get into the University, would also add to the 

quality and variety of the student body. 

Although qualified intellectually, they have been barred for three 

reasons. One, which is not the subject of our talk here today, is the 

fact that language and environmental barriers have not let them live up 

( to their true potentials in high school. In other words, scholasticall: 

they are not among the 10-12! percent of their graduating class. We 

hope this problem i.s being and will be taken care of through legislation. 

Second and third are the financial barriers which we are here 

to discuss, and the fact that little has been done either to explain 

to many students the opportunities already available, to expand those 

opportunities or to encourage their use. This we hope to do. 

How do we h~pe to do this? 

In two ways~ one depending on the other. 

First, by;a combination of loans and scholarships •. / 

Second, by the expanded counseling I mentioned earlier to make 

certain all qualified students know what is available. 

Our combination loan-scholarship plan is aimed not only at helping 

the student 1through all four years of college, but also at encouraging 

him to finish college. 

Here 1 s how it will work. 

,First of all, it is based on total annual necessary expenditures 
i 

of about $2,000 a year including tl;.ition, fees, room and board, books 

and incidental expenses. 

- 4 -
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Secondly, all ll .1s a.re to be repayable onl~ after the student has 

left college and has begun earning. 

During his first year of college, the student will borrow 75 per-
# 

cent of his basic $2,000 and receive 25 percent in scholarships. 

In his second yeer the student ~ill borro~ 50 percent and receive 

50 percent in scholarships. 

Ouring his third year the loan ~ill be 25 percent and the scholar-
, 

shi}? 75 percent. 

During his senior year the student will receive a full scholarship. 

An alt~rnative proposal which also has merit is to reverse the 

procedure and make the first year free in order not to discourage 

potential students from low income groups. This is a detail we can 

work out. 

That is the basic plan. 

Of course there are a number of questions yet to be answered, such 

as who will benefit. 

We are aiming with this plan at those who otherwise could not 

afford a college or university education. Therefore, qualification for 

it is based on need rather than on academic excellence. Academic 

qualifications will be the same as those for all students. 

We do not yet know what the need level will be, although we have 

studies underway in this area. It is obvious that a :family making 

$7,500 a year and having one child is in a better position to educate 

him than a :family making $15,000 a year and having four children. Some 

sort of sliding scale appears to be the proper way of handling this. 

Other questions arise about repaying the loans. What about 

women who receive loans and then marry before they are in a position to 

repay? What about men in the service? What about those who enter 

professional areas where great need exists? 

In these and other cases we think there should be foregiveness 

feat,ures. Exactly how these would work are for the Regents and the 
l 

Legislatur,e to decide, since it is the Regents who will eventually 

approve the plan for the University and the Legislature for the colleges. 

The next question is: How is the plan to be financed? 

And now is the time to wave the red flag in front of some of our 

academicians. 

The answer is tuition. 

Tuition is not a dirty word. All private schools exist on tuition 

in part as do most state college and university systems. Calif'ornia is 

a rare exception. - 5 -



I tlu .. tik ~ve a11 l( er·stand here that there i( 10 such thing as 

free public education. The only question is) 11Who pays?" 

Up until now, the taxpayer has borne most of the cost of education 

in California from kindergarten through the university. ~ 
I 
I 

Spiraling Josts and spiraling numbers of students have made it 

clear that we cannot continue to do this at current levels without 

imposing an intolerable burden on our taxpayers. 

As I pointed out earlier, our present tuition-free system has not 

really done what it is intended to do anyway. It has taxed the poor 

to support higher education but has not permitted ~hem to take advantage 

of it because of peripheral costs--room and board, books, fees and so 
forth. 

Tuition at a nominal rci.te can sqlve this problem by providing the 
,/ 

funds to allow the poor to attend. 

Last January, three UCLA professors wrote a letter to the L. A. 

Times on this subject. I have never seen anyone refute what they said. 

Let me read it. 

11The long overdue proposal to charge tuition at state-supported 

colleges deserves wide support = particularly by low income taxpayers 

and those interested in a more efficient educational system. 

"At present, every student, regardless of whether he or his parents 

are rich or poor, is given a subsidized scholarship of about $2;000 

a year. That is roughly the cost of a year's schooling at the university. 

"The wealthy benefit from this bonanza at the expense of the poor. 

72 percent of the 18-year-olds from families with income over $14,000 

" are in colleges but only 12 percent from families with less than $2, 000 

annual income. Yet, the taxes for financing the bonanza bear more heavil~ 

on the poor than on the rich. 

"It is eminently desirable that every young man and woman in 

California have full opportunity to make the most of his ability = 

including the opportunity to attend an institution of higher learning. 

"Full opportunity for all, rich and poor, can be established by 

a generous loan fund for those who cannot at the time finance the 
i 

tuition costs. This will enable all who have both the ability and the 

desire for an advanced education to bear the costs out of the higher 

income that their training will yield. 

:
11This would be far more equitable, efficient and beneficial than 

present arrangements because it would simultaneously promote a higher 
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quality of education< J forcing state schools to( c more responsive to 

student interests and to compete on more nearly equal terms with 

pr~vate schools. 

11 We b?ust the measure currently under discussion will 'be the first 

step towerd a policy of cost-based tuition accompanied by generous 

loan funds. 11 

( I propose, therefore--as I have done for six months--that tuition 
i 

be cha:rged at. the state supported colleges and University. 

The case for tuition is a strong one. 

As I sa.id earlier, it is right that those who share in the benefits 

of a college education should share in the costs. That includes both 

the students and the public. 

Tuition today could finance the combined loan-scholarship program 

I have talked about. 

It could also provide enriched programs in both the colleges and 

universities and money for special programs = and help finance capital 

improvements on all the campuses. 

As an example, let us look at what could be done with a relatively 

modest tuitiont $250 at the university level, $180 for the state 

colleges. 

At the University level, for 5.nstl:ince, in addition to providing 

the necessary financial aid, tuition will guarantee 250 teaching chairs 

in the university and 300 in the state colleges -- all at salary levels 

high enough and flexible enough to attract and retain the finest 

teaching talent in the nation. 

It is estimated that in the 2968-69 school year the tuition plan 
University of California and approxir1ately $29 million-for the state 

will generate some $26 million for the/ · coliege~s. · The plan proposes 

that 50 perc~nt of these revenues will be used each year for scholar

ships and loans, 25 percent to establish and maintain the teaching 

chairs, and 25 percent for capital improvements. 

We think--and the figures I mentio:ied ear.lter verify--that most 
\ 

students can afford tuition. We think our full and fair education plan 

1 
· will take 'care of those who cannot. 

There are now more than 720,000 students ettending our universities_, 

colleges a.nd junior colleges. The state appropriates in excess of 

1/2 billion of your tax dollar·s to pay for this. This is in addition 

to the property tax levy for junior colleges. 

Education is vital to the progress of cur state a~d nation. 

-'(-
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But we must also\, Jucate our students to acct..;r:Jt their 

responsibilities, and those of us in government to accept our 

responsibilities, not only to education, but also to all the people. 
, 

This administration is trying to do that by refusing to spend 
\ 

beyond the people's means, by working to provide a higher education for 

all who can benefit from it and by asking those who can afford it to 

pick up their share of the burden. 

We can have an educated populace---we can make higher education 

available to all our people who are qualified and truly desirous of an 

education---and we can do it without increasing the tax burden on those 

who can afford it least. 

But it will take your help and the support of millions of others 

in our state. I am asking for that help and that support here tr:'day. 

# # # 
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THE "EQUAL EDUCATION PLAN 11 

/ 
g_Q~ __ HIG~~R ~DUCATION IN CALIFORNIA 

7-25-67 

Governor Ronald Reagan's "Equal Education Plan 11 for higher 

education in California has four major objectives: 

1. To achieve full educatio~al opportunity for all qualified 

students in California, including those from the poorest 

families and from racial minorities -- guaranteeing full 

opportunity in fact instead of opnortunity in theory. 

2. To keep the University of California and the St2te 

Colleges fully competitive with the great private 

universities and colleges in attracting and retaining 

outstanding teachers. 

3. To provide a supplemental capital improvement fund for 

4. 

each campus of the University and each State College. 

Use of this fund shall be tailored to the individual 

requirements of the particular campus or college and 

shall be administered by each local campus administra-

tion. 

To eliminate existing inequities, so that low-income 

families shall not pay a disproportionate share of the 

cost of educating students injcomparison with upper-

income families. 

To accomplish all four objectives promptly, efficiently, and 

effectively, Governor Reagan recommends the adoption of a modest 

annual,tuition of $250 per year for full-time California students 

at the University of California and $180 per year for full-time 

California students in the State Colleges. 

The total amounts received from tuitiort will be enough to provide 

generous grant-in-aid and loan funds for needy students. This 

means students can not only pay their tuition, but also board, 

room, and other expenses. These,latter expenses are keeping 

disadvantaged students, including those from minorities, from 
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achieving a fair representation on our University and S~ate 

College campuses. 

In addition to providing the necessary financial aid, tuition will 

guarantee 250 teaching ~hairs at the University and 300 in the 

state Colleges -- all at salary levels high enough and flexible 

enough to attract and retain the finest teaching talent in the 

nation. 

Tuition also ~ill generate enough revenue to establish critically 

needed special funds for capital improvements at each campus and 

college. 

Moreover, these funds -- making available additional revenues for 

capital improvements -- will reduce demands upon the General Fund 

by at least $10 to $15 million per year. 

It is estimated that in the 1968-69 school year the tuition plan 

will generate some $26 million for the University of California 

and approximately $29 million for the State Colleges. The 

Governor's plan proposes that 50 percent of these revenues will 

be used each year for grants-in-aid and loans,. 25 percent to·estab-

l..i.sh and matntain the teaching chairs, and 25 percent for capital 

improvements. 

In summary, the highlights of the four key elements of the "Equal 

Education Plan" are as follows: 

1. Grants-in-aid and loan program --

The major economic. barrier to a college education is not 

tuition but, rather, the cost of more expensive items 

such as board, room, and transportation. Relatively 

few students from low-income families or minorities 

actually are found on our University and State College 

campuses today. To correct this unfortunate imbalance, 

the Governor recommends that half the proceeds from 

tuition be used each year to support a full program of 
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grants-in-aid. In addition, these grants will be 

supplemented by a complete loan program at minimum 

interest rates which utilizes private, state, and 

federal funds~ 

Governor Reagan also suggests active recruiting and 

counseling programs geared to students in the low-incdme 

neighborhoods who should be encouraged to enroll in the 

University of California and the State Colleges. 

In the awarding of grants and loans, the Governor recom

mends that the sole criterion for eligibility be that 

of need, once admitted to the University or State College 

of choice. He proposes that uniform criteria be estab

lished to determine need and the amount of assistance 

appropriate in each case. In establishing these criteria, 

he suggests'that, in addition to family'income, considera

tion be given to other factors on a formula basis. 

These factors will include the number of children in the 

family, other family obli~ations, and the ability of the 

student to assist himself through part-time employment. 

Another factor is whether different requirements should 

be established for women students as compared to men 

students and their ability to assist in financing their 

own education .. 

Finally, criteria should be established for forgiveness 

of loans to encourage graduates to enter important fields 

of employment which fill a national or community need. 

Examples might include teaching, research, or military 

service. 

2. Teaching chairs 

On the basis of projections, it will be possible to 

establish and support at least 550 teaching chairs --

250 in the University and 300 in the State Colleges. 

These chairs will attract outstanding teachers and 

reward and retain recognized members of the teaching 
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faculty. The majority of th~se chairs would be filled 
\ 

ove'r the years by promotion from within, but the program 

would also attract outstanding faculty from throughout 

the country. 

It is hoped that the establishment of the chairs would 

serve to keep the University of California fully competi-

tive with other great private universities and colleges 

in this country. 

3. Capital improvement program --

The 25 percent of tuition revenues to be assigned for 

capital improvements in, the University of California 

would amount to approximately $6.5 million for the year 

1968-69. It is recommended that this money be divided 

among the individual campuses of the University in 

amounts proportionate to their respective contribution 

of tuition revenues or enrollment on the basis of rela-

tive size; therefore, a significant supplemental fund 

would be available for the individual capital needs of 

each campus, which presumably would have had to come 

frc·:n the state's General Fund and taxpayers. The amount 

available to the State Colleges during 1968-69 would be 

$7 million and would be applied in the same manner. 

4. Tuition --

More, than three-fifths of the students in the University 

of California and more than half of the students in the 

State Colleges come from families in income brackets of 

$10,000 or higher. A very substantial number come from 

families with income in excess of $15,000 or even in 

excess of $25,000, particularly at the University. Con-

versely, only 12 percent of the University students and 

14 percent of the State College students come from 

families with incomes below $6,000. Inasmuch as the 

principal financial support of both the University and 

the Colleges comes f tom the General Fund, it is obvious 
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that the lower-income families are paying to support 

educational institutions which are used primarily by the 

upper-income families. A modest tuition plan -- augmented 

by grants and loans -- corrects this inequity. 

The costs of a higher education should be based on need according 

to the formula described earlier. In this connection, the .. Equal 

Education Plan" provides, through a unique combination of grants 

and loans, the supplementary funds necessary to permit any 

qualified California student the funds he needs to obtain a higher 

education. Such a plan -- for the first time -- establishes a 

means for reaching the goals outlined in the Master Plan for 

Higher Education in California. 

The particulars of this plan are as follows: 

Once financial need is established, the grant-loan program will 

be administered in the following manner: 

1. During the first year the student will borrow 75 percent 

and be awarded 25 percent\ in grants. 

2. During the second year the student will borrow 50 percent 

and be awarded 50 percent in' grants. 

3. During the third year the student will ,borrow 25 percent 

and be awarded 75 percent in grants. 

4. During the fourth year the student will receive the full 

amount in grant monies~ 

5. Governor Reagan recognizes the importance, not only to 

the State of California but also.to the University and 

State Colleges, of attracting outstanding graduates from 

throughout the country. While tuition will be charged 

graduate students, it is not anticipated that this 

program will alter the Regents' posture regarding cer

tain waivers. Full-time graduate students who meet the 

identical requirements in the area of financial need as 

do those undergraduates mentioned above will become a 

part of the grant-loan program and receive 50 percent 
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of the annual $2,000 stipend in the form of a grant-, 

in-aid and 50 percent in the form of a loan. The 

Governor also suggests that the Regents examine the 

possibility of forgiveness in the area of these graduate 

loans, as is being suggested with regard to undergraduate 

loans, for selected areas of state need. 

It should be pointed out here. that the dollar amount bei.ng con-

sidered a necessary expenditure in this area includes all expenses 

at the University. Present estimates place this figure at $2,000 

per year, which would include the student's tuition, fees, room 

and board, books, and incidental expenses. 

certain objections have been raised regarding the high amount of 

loan required during the first year. An alternative which will 

avoid discouraging potential students from lower socio-economic 

and minority groups reverses the above formula and places the 

emphasis upon grants rather than loans. This plan would establish 

an absolute-need category, intended to cover those particular cases 

which might be discouraged by the high loan during the first year 

of either graduate or undergraduate students. Under the plan, 

the student could enter the University on full grant-in-aid during 

the first year, borrow 50 percent and receive 50 percent in grants 

the second year, borrow 25 percent and receive 75 percent the third 

year, and receive full grant-in-aid the final year. 

In conclusion,: the Governor points out, in the case of needy stu-

dents, tuition will be offset by grants and loans. On the other 

hand, for the well-to-do family, $250 or $180 for tuition is 

far below the tuition for a private university or college, and it 

represents only a fraction of the actual cost to the taxpayers. 

' For example, the actual cost to the state of educating a student 
i 

at the University of California for one year has been estimated at 

$2,980 -- as compared to the proposed tuition of $250. 

With regard to students from out of state, it is recommended that 

the:higher tuition rate for them be maintained and that the resi-

dence requirements be revised and strengthened. 
# # If 
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Excerpts •.•. FOR PM RELE1\SE 

Phi I ip M. Battaglia 
Executive Assistant to 

Governor Ronald Reagan 

i·ionday, August 14, 1967 

Remarks to Downtown Rotary Club of Fresno 
Noon, Monday, Auaust 14, 1967 

"Approval of Governor Rca9an's crif'·;e prevention and control 

proposals was the Administration's most important victory-- next 

to passage of the revenue and budget measures-- of the 1967 logis-

lative session. 

fffaced with the frightening fact that California leads the 

nation in crime, the Governor promised-- and delivered-- a coMpre-

hensive crime and law enforcement program to strengthen the 'soft 

spots' in the state's laws and crime prevention programs. 

ttThe most significant ~ictory was the passage of the Adminis-

tration's fiscal proposals which included a responsible, fair and 

broadly-based revenue plan to finance the 1967-68 ~udget. Next was 

the crime package-- fol lowed by D wide rangi of traffic safety 

measures •••• steps to conTrol air and water poltution •••• and 

forward-looking legislation in the area of agriculture, government 

reorganization and education." 

High I ights, of the Governor's successful crime package: 

--Creation of the California Councif on Criminal Justice 
to develop a master plan for the prevention, detection 
and control of crime. 

--Establishment of a pub I ic corporation known as the 
Ca l i f or n i a C r i 111 o T cc h no I o g i ca I Re sec r c h F o u n d at i on to 
apply modern methods of sc:ence and ~echnology to the 
preven·~io'1 and de~·cction of crime, tt:e apprehension and 
treatment of crlminals and the impro~ement of law 
enforcement ad~i~istration. 

--Increased penalties for those convicted of carrying 
deadly weDpons, rDpe and turglary. 

MORE 
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I n tho tr n f f i c s 0 f (; t y arc a • h i g h I i g ht s i n c I u de a Ca I i for n i a 
Traffic Safety Program to map a ful I attack on tho state's 
high rato of traffic casualties. (In 1966, California had 
4,830 highwny deaths-- the highest in the nation.) 

--Creation of cmorgoncy medical care committees in every 
county to review first ~Id prnctlcos, ambulance and 
emergency m8dical servicos. 

--A fut I study on ways to reduce traffic dGaths or injuries 
caused by drunk driving. 

Air and Water Pollution Control ••• 

--Creritcd tho Water Resources Control Board to consolidate 
efforts in water reclamation and watc~ quality control. 

,, 

--Created the Air Resources Board to coordinate statowido 
air and motor vehicle pollution control efforts. 

Agrlculturo ••• 

--A program to eradicate the pink bot I worm. 

--A farm labor service commission to develop procedures for 
ful I agriculture omploymont. 

Government Reorqanization ••• 

--legislation to reorganize tho executive branch of 
government into an offoc~ive and efficient unit. 

Education ..• 

S/13/67 

--Clarification of procedures for school district 
· u n i f i ca t i on - - i . o • , o I c ct i on ~ to b e h e' I d o n co e a c h 

tour years insto3d of ovary two yoars. 

--Direct and indlr0ct property tax relief of $145 mi Ilion 
this yoar and $300 ml I I ion next year for combined school 
aid and propert 1 tax relief. 

!I /! 



\)FFICE OF THE GOVERN( 
Sacramento, California 

( 

Contsct: Paul Beck TUESDAY AM'S RELEASE 
445-4571 8.14.67 

Excerpts of 

Philip M. Batteglia 
E:<:ecutive Assistant to 
Gov. Ronald Reagan 

To Greater Bakersfield Chamber of Conunerce 
king Arthur's ReStburhht - Bakersfield 

7:30 PM - Monday, August 14, 1967 
11The biggest problem of the Reagan Administration was the fiscal 

crisis inherited from the Brown Administration. 

"Perh'aps the most significant accomplishment to date has been the 

success in meeting this crisis-- reversing dangerous and unwise 

fiscc-1 policies. 

11 When the Administration took office in January, it inherited a 

$5 billion state budget (highest in the history of any state in the 

nation) .••• a deficit gap of $500 million between expenditures and 

income ..•. more than $4 billion in bonds ..•. the highest taxes in the 

nation .• :.a $386 General Fund deficiency •.. and a $194 million debt 

left over from the lest year of the previous administration. 

"In fact) the state budget increased over 200% during the past 

ten years, while the state's population increased only 40%. 

"Governor Reagan fciced the fiscal crisis ... and acted. He ordered 

an independent audit of the entire financial picture, which confirmed 

that the state was spending $1 million more a day than it was receiv

ing. The Administration also reduced the initial 1967-68 budget by 

$127 million (the largest cut ever made in a state budget in our 

nation's history) blue-penciled the final budget $43.5 million and 
-

p2id off the state's $194 million debt. 

0 The 1967-68 budget, on a comp2,rable b2sis, represents about en 

8% increase over the 1966-67 budget .... while the 1966-67 budget was 

over 16% higher than the 1965-66 budget. 

"Without hurting the level of state services, the Reagan Adminis-

tr·a ti on brought economy to state government. Some examples: 

Cut departmental spending by over $100 million. 

Reduced 2,550 full-time state employees fron the payroll--down 

2.5% during the first six months. In the last E;'leveral years, 

the state payroll has grown: up 4.3% in 1963-64; up 3.4% in . 

1964-65; up 4.9% in 1965-66. 

Reduced out-of-state tr2vel during the first six months alone 

by 74%-- a savings of $354,000. 
(more) 
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Sold the state-owned airplane, returning more than $217,000 to 

the state. 

Saved $262,000 by eliminating an unnecessery highway magazine 

and multicolor map. 

Saved $59,000 in typewriter purchases alone .... and $50,000 in 

ribbons. 

# # Ii . 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
S2cramento, California 

( 

Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 8.14.67 

Excerpts of ... 

RELEASE: NOON TUESDAY 
August 15, 1967 
Please hold against 
p;_'enwt'ln~e re lease. 

Philip M. Battaglia, Ececutive Assistant 
toGov. Ronald Reagan at 

San Diego Kiwanis Club 
El Cortez Hotel 
Noon, Tuesday, Aug. 15, 1967 

"Governor Reagan's proposals for higher education-- his Equal 

Education Plan-- have received widespread public support and are 

examples of the creative approach to a difficult state problem. 

"One of the most complex dilemmc-s confronting the Admlnistration 

is how the state can get the dollars to maintain California's tr2dit-

ional quality and excellence in education. Even in an era of economy, 

the demand for dollars for higher educatiqn still increases. 

rtif the University of California, for example, is to maintain its 

educational excellence and also expand educational opportunities to all 

economic 'levels, it must by necessity look to tuition as a source of 

revenue. 

11To the critics of tuition, we say th2t the concept of free 

education is a paradox. Those who share in the benefits of a college 

education should share in its costs-- and the poor should not be texed 

to provide a so-called 'free educ2tion 1 for the wealthy. 

''Almost 2/3 of the student body at the University of C2lifornic:-

and more than 50% of the state college student body-- come from families 

in the $10,000 or higher income bracket. 

"Lower income f2milies are paying to support educational 

institut:tons which are used primarily by upper-J.ncome families. The 
\ 

modest tuition plan proposed in Governor Rea~2n 1 s Equal Education Plan-

with generous grants 2nd loans-- corrects this inequity." 

# Ji 
1r 
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOh 
SQcramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 

( 
RELEASE: 

( ( 
THursuay P.M .. 

445-4571 8.16.67 

EXCERPTS OF SPEECH BY PHILIP M~ BATTAGLIA, 
Ex$cutive Assistant to Governor Ronald Reagan, 

before Los Angeles Press Club - Noon, Thursday, 8/17/67 

Judge Mi 1 ton Marks 1 election victory-·- in a heavily Democratic . 

district--represents a loud and clear vote of confidence in the 

programs# policies and philosophy of the Reagan administration. It 

is a declaration that the people of California approve and endorse the 

major ~cco~plishments of the administration's first eight months. 

The major accomplishments includeoo• 

--Governor Reagan brought economy to state government. The 

administration met head-on the state's fiscal problems inherited from 

the Brown administraticn. The governor brought about economies and 

efficiencies in face of a $5 billion state budget~ a deficit gap of 

$500 million, a $386 million General Fund ~eficiency and a $194 million 

deb~ left over from the last year of the Brown administration. He 

blue pencilled the final budget •••• reduced positions from the state 

payr-olL ••• cut out-of-state travel 74 perce~1t •••• and paid cff the cash 

debt. 

--Governor Reagan won major legislative victories. Even with a 

Lagislature control.led by the cpposite party, the governor won approval 

for a sweeping crime prevention and control progr&~, fair and broadly-

bc.sed revenue and budget measures, majo:::: property tax relief, and a wide 

range of proposals to solve prcblems of traffic safety, agriculture, 

government reorganization, recreation, education and pollution. 

--Governor Reagan restored the executive branch to its trc.di-

tional position of leadership: The Reagan administration returned the 

proper balance to government. No longer is state government dominated 

solely by the legislative branch--as under the Brown administrationo 

The governor conducted an orderly transfer of power; named 300 qualified 

and respected men and women to government positions1 and initiated 

surveys, tas~ forces, and studies to improve government. 

·--Governor Reagan launched the Creative Society; •••• proposed 

a broad "Equal Education" plan ..•. established the Governor's Survey on 

Efficiency and Cost Control. 

-1-
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-·-Expanded Chad McClellan's highly successful Management Council 

on a statewide basis, finding industri~l job opportunities for the 

state's disadvantaged. The Reagan administration, through its newly 

created Job Training and Placement Council, has already expanded this 

program to San Francisco o.nd the Bay Area (over 1500 firms participating 

to date). Monterey, San Bernardino, San Diego and Riverside~ 

-··Governor Reagan hc-.s made p~ople aware of state government~ 

Today more Californians are interested in the problems confronting 

state government than ever before. The governor's mail alone is four 

times greater, per day, than under the previous administrationo Polls 

show that more people have opinions on problems and issues than under 

any previous administration. 

# # # 
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OFFICE OF 'l'HE GOVER~'--r 
Sacramento, California 
Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 8.18.67 

( 
FOR PM RELEASE FRIDAY 

Excerpts of Philip M. Battaglia 
Executive Assistant to Gov. Ronald Reagan 

To the Commonwealth Club of Ca.lifornia - Sher2.ton-Palace 
Hotel, San Frc:ncisco, Noon, Friday, August 18, 1967 

"Governor Reagan has opened a full-time, fully staffed office to 

implement his Creative Society ideas. 

11The office is known as the Center for Creative Society Action. Its 

purpose is to enlist individual and voluntary action in meeting and 

solving the complex problems confronting our state. It will not cost 

the taxpayers one cent-- and is located in Sacramento where staff mem-

bers cen work with Administration officials in finding solutions to such 

problems as pollution, low-cost housing, juvenile delinquency and urban 

blight. 

"The Center also will work on programs to attract new industry to 

California, stimulate private and independent research into oceanog

raphy and solicit corpor2te action in social problem-solving. 

1rMost people are well aware of the two basic sectors in AmePican 

society: the public sector, government .... and the private sector, 

industry. 

11The Creative Society identifies still a third sector, the 

independent sector-- made up of millions of individual citizens acting 

through organizations which are neither governmental nor commercial •••• 

such as labor unions, clYo.rches, service clubs, foundations, and private 

welfare associations. 

"Our past has been built on the resourcefulness and effectiveness 

of this sector .... working together with the private and public sectors. 
11The Creative Society has already put this force to work, for 

ex2mple: 

In the Survey on Efficiency and Cost Control where nearly 200 
experts are examining government for efficiencies and economies. 

In the many task forces and study groups tackling complex 
problems of taxation, transportation and communications. 

"Philosophically, the Creative Society is .s.n attitude-- a way of 

conducting government-- a spirit which guides the decisions and 

thinking of those chosen to lead. 

11 The Reagan Administration is guided by the theory that the 

solutions to the people's problems lie with the people and that the 

government is best when kept closest-- and most responsive-- tci the 

people." 
fl II # 
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OFFICE OF TH.E GOVERNO.tt 
Sacramento) California 

RELEASE - FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 
7 :30 a .m. 

Contact: Paul Beck 
445-4571 9.7.67 

EXCERPTS FROM 
SPEECH BY GOVERNOR RONALD REI\GAN // 

SACRAfv1ENTO HOST COMMITTEE BREAKFAST v 
SACRAMENTO - SEPTEMBER 8, 1967 

It is a pleasure to be here this morning in the most beautiful, 

the hea~thiest, the friendliest, the most smog-free state in the union. 

The preceeding was a paid, political announcement. 

This ]_s quite a different occasion than the last time I spoke at 

a breakfast meeting. .At tha.t time I sat on a saw-horse and put my hand 

on a cold fried egg. But then, that was an initiation, and somehow I 

have the feeling that this morning kind of marks the end of several 

months of initiation. 

We are doing much better here in the Capitol. I think we are 

beginning to get things in order. There was a time back around 

January when I felt like an Egyptian tank driver with a set of Russian 

instructions. 

There has been a lot of talk about me and the Legislature 

whether we are getting along or not. Well I think such talk is based 

on a false premise -- we have gotten along very well. Of course, I 

have wondered at times what the ten commandments would have looked like 

if Moses had had to run into a state legislature. But all in all, I 

have been very fortunate. cc:~lifornia is the only state I know that 

gives its governor on-the:job training. 

Today should mark the end of our special five day veto session, 

an historic first in our state. As you know, under our revised Consti-

tution, the legislature must come back into session for five days, 30 

days after it adjourns. The purpose is to give it a chance to over-

ride any vetos the Governor may have been forced to make, and this 

Governor felt forced to make some. 

Some of the bills that were vetoed, however, did not represent any 

great disagreement between the legislature and myself, but were simply 

q recognition that you can not spend what you do not have, and 

government has demonstrated from time immemorial an ability to find more 

ways to spend money than to produce it. 

As you can imagine I have had a great many suggestions with regarJ. 

to meeting our financial problem, up to and including seceding from the 

Union) and then applying for foreign aid. But when I found out how much 

more California sends to Washington, than Washington sends back to 
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California, I figured we might get stuck for giving foreign aid to 

them. 

Seriously, it is my hope that some very worthwhile measures now 

under veto can be reintroduced next year with the expectation that 

funds will be available to finance them. For example -- the legislation 

that would have established more diagnostic centers for retarded 

children. 

You know, in the old days, the Governor could avoid the heat that 

comes from vetoing a bill just by not signing it. Without his signature, 

the bill died; and this was called a "pocket veto 11
• The electorate 

changed that, and now, if a bill isn't signed in 30 days after the 

Legislature adjourns, it becomes law. They have a kind of "pocket 

passage 11 instead of a "pocket veto". And of course, this means that 

·with each veto there has to be a message explaining why. You should 

have to write 83 letters saying 1~0 11 • 

As of this moment, 1,725 measures have been signed into law and 

83 bills have been vetoed, which, if passed, would have added more than 

$40 million to the taxpayers bill. 

There are those who have se.id that this is a negative approach. 

As a matter of fact, they have critized this administration as being 

almost totally negative in these first eight months. I wonder if there 

is not some clue here to the basi.c philosophy dividing so many of us. 

Is it negative to seek to reduce the cost of government? 

Is it negative to want to do something about the spread of 

pornography? 

To reduce crime? 

Or to suggest th2t welf2re is injurious unless it helps the 

recipient become independent of it? 

Eight months ago., we beg2n talking about a theory of government 

which we chose to call the 11 Cre2tiv~~-§_ociety 11 • We have explained, at 

every opportunity, that our theory is simply that government does not 

rule, does not intimidate, does not lecture -- but leads, cooperates, 

listens, 2nd, instead of taking power unto itself, turns to the people 

for the answers to as many of their problems as they can possibly 

provide. 

In these seve:"'al mcnths we h3 11e done a .Dumber of things consistent 

with our belief that, in a creative society, there are many functions 

ncv1 solely pe::::·formc:d by gover:1ment that can be performed -- o)'.1<:! perh..aps, 

be better performed -- by using the full genius, and power, and ability 
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of the people. 

It was amazing for us to find out just how many people are 

i·Jilling to help -- want to help -- if someone will tell them what needs 

to be done. 

An example illustrating this occured in those first weeks in 

January by accident. We were snowed under a flood of mail that SvJamped 

the regular staff of government employees. We fell hundreds of thousands 

of letters behind so far behind, they were not even opened. One 

news story carried word of this fact, and within 24 hours, without our 

having thought of sl<.ch a thing, the large Council Room in the Capitol 

was filled with card ta_bles and ladies who hci.d come in volunteered--

to help until the ba~klog was whittled down. This just happe11ed to be 

their own idea. Unorganized, each one of them came in independently 

of the others; each one had the idea herself. 

At the opposite extreme was something with which you, as businE:ss 

leaders throughout the state, are familiar: the work of the more than 

200 citizens in our state who formed task forces, and ·who, over these 

past several months, have devoted full time bringing their expertise 

and their knowledge to bear on the problems of government. Their 

se7eral hundred reports with their findings are now being put into 

order and we will soon be taking measures to implement them for the 

increased efficiency of government and for greater economy in govern-

ment • 

But,, so that this idea of the Cr>eative Society and the interested 

citizenry already participating will not stop here, an office has 

opened here in Sacramento, privately financed: The Q_enter for 

Independent Action. This was started by Richard Corn/elle, author of' 

11Reclaiming the American Dream". 

We intend to work closely with the Center to take advantage of 

the contribution it can make in developing and demonstrati.ng the most 

effective way government leaders can work to upgrade independent action. 

The staff of the Center will work as volunteer agents for the 

specific purpose of stimulating non-governmental action. They will 

identify and define public problems which c2n respond to non-govern

mental action. They will suggest how and to whom the challenges can be 

made. And they will identify non-governmental programs which produco 

results. 

This kind of independent action can result in the easing of tax 

burdens, the solving of problems when you need them solved -- and not 
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1-~hen the government decides you need them -- will result in making 

California a better pl2ce for ourselves and our families, and our 

neighbors. 

Now this, of course, sounds pretty theo:1."etic2l, but we think some 

of the theory has been checked out and found pretty practical. 

There have been many debates as to how much alike business and 

government can be, with some stressing the difference between them and 

clain:.i:1g that government just cannot be run like business. There is no 

question but that government -- in its position as referee of the 

peoples' affairs -- cannot match business exactly. 

But I have long nursed a theory that many of the sound practices 

of business can be utilized by government to the peoples' advant2ge. 

During these several months, as I am sure we have told you on a number 

of occasions, we have put these ideas to work. 

You have all heard about the 10-story building that will not be 

built here in Sacramento. It was to have housed two state government 

agencies. One of our citizen task forces simply 2pplied the normal 

business standards to those departments regarding the square feet of 

floor space which should be sufficient for each employee. On this 

basis, it was discovered that two buildings presently occupied can 

handle the staff of these dep2rtments, now and in the foreseeable 

future. Fortunately, we had not signed the contracts for construction 

which was scheduled for this summer. So 2.$4.3 million building will 

not be built. 

Now I suppose there are some who can have a moment of regret th2t 

a new, modern and attractive building will not grace the skyline of 

Sacramento. But I have a feeling that if government can eliminate 

enough of the unnecessc.ry, new attractive ~rnd modern buildings will 

grace the skyline of our Capitol, built by private businesses, by 

investors, as evidence of an improved busineas climate in our state. 

That $4.3 million though will not be reflected in a reduction 

in the b'..ldget. It happens that the departments who woD.ld have used 

that building are financed by the gasoline tax. So while the money 

will still be spent, it will be spent in more milee of CaliforniB 

highways end freeways. 

In that same department, Gordon Luce, our Secretary of Trans-

portation, has been able to carry out additional economies that saves 

$15 million in operating expenses in the Highway Patrol and the 

Department of Motor Vehicles, and CJ.nother $15 million in the Division 



of Highways. 
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Much of these savings were rea.lized because these departments are 

oper2ting successfully with 2, 000 fev1er employees than had been budgeted 

previous to this administration. The result is that we will not hear 

th2 familiar story of delc\YS in planned highway construction because of 

the higher-than-anticip2ted bids, growing labor costs and inflation, 

desi~~ change or extra right-of-way expense, or 211 the other reasons 

,.<Je c: ::c1 ::e; hear. 

Construction will stsrt one year ahead of schedule on $52 million 

worth of freeway and highway safety projects -- all because the money 

has been saved by the instituting of these modern business practices. 

I am sure som3 of ~ou might be interested in another example of 

this kind of new thinking. 

In the Department of Motor Vehicles, there are four divisional 

chiefs under ·Director Verne Orr: Chief of Administration, Drivers 

Licenses, Registrar of Vehicles and Field Office Operations. Verne Orr 

conceived the idea of stimulating a climate for crea.tive thinking. 

He has rotated and will continue, on a regular b2sis, to rotate 

these four divisional chiefs so that, instead of getting into a rut 

~with one department, a man ivill be fc:ced with new problems, new 

challenges, by way of this rotation and thus can bring a fresh view

point to old problems. 

To many of you familiar with large corporate operations, this 

does not seem like a revolutionary idea. But there was some shock and 

disagreement with what seemed to be a revolutionary idea in government. 

Novv there is enthusiasm after only a brief tryout. For exarr:tple -- the 

chief who moved for the first time into Drivers Licenses noted the 

processing of applications for licenses has been typically 39 days 

behind for a number of years. He asked a pretty logical question: 

11 Why? 11 That 39 day lag will possibly be cut to only 7 to 10 days. 

Better service for you, but also, some unneeted work will be eliminated 

and there viill be fewer inst;:,rices where applicants write follow-l.r'.,} 

letters that have to be answered. 

Getting to.ck to t2w subject of floor s~>ace, the skyline of 

Sa.::~·amento is prese~-::·::;ly graced by a 14 story building u~1der constr"J.ction 

these pest two years. This building will be occupied !::iy the :Uep2".'sment 

of Health & Welfare. By applying the same floor sp2ce standards to this 

structure already under construction, we have discovered we can put 

1,051 more employees in this building than had been planned for. 

- 5 -
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During the period of January through July, the Department of 

General Services was able .to achieve over $2 million in cost reductions 

on purchases of equipment,, material and supplies. The reductions were 

ach:I.eved principally by obtaining increased competition for state 

purchases and the consolidation of requirements into larger, more 

attractive bids. For instances high speed tires for the Highway Patrol 

were purchased at $141,000 less than the previous years prices. We 

even s2ved $1,000 on 63,000 dozen eggs by consolidating 10 separate 

bids. 

For the past several years, increases in state employees have 

averaged 2bout 4 to 5 percent each year. We put a freeze on hiring 

replacements for retiring or resigning employees and reversed this 

growth pattern, finishing the year with a decline of 2 1/2 percent in 

the number of state employees. 

Costs of the Office of Acrhitecture and Construction have been 

running from.18 to 22 percent of construction. Among private 

architects, the rate is 6 - 10 percent. We believe we are going to 

reduce the government cost to something co~parable to this lower figure. 

We asked the hel.P of the telephone company with regard to our 

$16 million phone bill. We have discovered there was no control over 

telephones -- who had them, how mc:ny they had, or some of the fancy 

equipment such as conference call equipment, call-directors and the like. 

Well there is control now, and the phone company has estimated a 

minimum savings of $2 million a year. 

# # ./-.!. 
Ii" 

NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above. However, Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes. 
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FOR RELEASE SEPT. 9, 1967 
2:30 P.M. 

SPEECH BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
, DELTA PUMPING PLANT DEDICATION CEREMONIES 
\ TRACY - September 9, 1967 

I am pleased to be able to be here to partake in· dedication 

\ ceremonies of the Delta Pumping Plant--ceremonies that bring one step 

nearer to completion the dre2m Californians have had for many years 

of supplying northern California's excess water to the arid southern 

part of our state. 

Much water has gone over the dam since this project was first 

envisioned, but now at last we see daylight ahead. 

Now ·11e can look forward confidently to the day when northern 

Califorr.ia 1 s water serves not only .Los Angeles, but most of the 

southland and the San Joaquin valley as well. 

Last year there were fears expressed in both northern and 

southern California to me about this project. 

Northern Californians, who have three-fourths of our state's 

water,. rightly wanted to be assured that water needed in the north 

would not be taken. 

Southern Californians, who have three-fourths of our state's 

population, wanted to be assured that the project would go forward as 

scheduled. 

I promised then--and I repeat that promise--that this adminis

tration will guard carefully the rights of northern California. 

I promised then and I also repeat that promise, that this 

administration will do all in its power to see that the great pali

fornia water pro.ject will be completed on schedule. 

A project such as this is one that can and should unite our 

people, not divide them. This aqueduct--444 miles long, stretching 

from the Delta to Perris in Riverside County--should and can be the 

connecting link joining the two great areas of our state--northern and 

southern California--in a common cause and for the common good. 

With this aqueduct all of California can flower and receive 

benefits. Not only the direct benefits of water for drinking, for 

industry and for agriculture, but also benefits from increased 

recr~ation areas behind new dams, recreation areas that in turn boost 

the economies of the regions in ~hich the1 exist; benefits in the form 

of thousands of extra jobs both in construction and in maintenance; 
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and benefits in the form of flood control and in the form of 

additional sources for electricity. 

Others here will tell you about the technical and engineering 

achievements involved, and will relate the varied and troubled history 

of this project. 

But unless I do it I 1m afraid no one will take the time to give 
' proper credit to the man now in charge of this project, State Water 

Resources Director William Gianelli. 

You know, Bill Gianelli is a Democrat, which proves water at 

least in California is a bi-partisan subject. 

But Bill Gianelli is also the best man we could find anywhere to 

take charge of this tremendous and complex job. 

We a:1•e more than proud of the job he has done and is doing'. 

You know, California's first State Engineer, William Hamilton 

Hall, was also our first water planner. Back in the 188o•s, his 

suggested solution for the water problems in this state was an inte-

grated st·ate water plan. He pressed for this vigorously, but his 

efforts only got him fired because people could not then appreciate 

the necessity for a state water operation. 

However, Hall's efforts were nott all in vain. He planted the 

idea in the minds of many people and that idea did not leave. In the 

192C!s, a plan was devised for providing :irrigation water to much of 

the Central. Valley from dams at Shasta in the Sacramento Valley and at 

Friant in the Sen Joaquin Valley, to be known as the Central Valley 

Project. The plan was authorized by the California State Legislature. 

A bond election was held and bonds were authorized, but could not 

be sold because of the great depression. This stopped construction 

until 1935 when federal funds were made available to the Bureau of 

Reclamation to take over the Central Valley Project for construction 

of the facilities. 

That project has now developed into one of the most extensive 

artificial water transport systems in the world; however, it takes no 

water south of the Tehachapis. 

In the last 25 years, California has grown from 7 million to 19 

million people. In the next 25 years, this figure may reach 35 million. 

Accom~an~ing this growth will be the demand for more ~ater for domestlc 

consumption. In addition, 95 percent of California's total crop value 

t t b · ·g ted Thi's places a tremendous is grown on land tha mus e irri a . 

load on the f.3tate 's ·water supplies. 
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Fortunately, Californians have faced up to their problem of 

maldistribution of water. They are financing and building the largest 

single integrated water development and conveyance system ever under-
; 

taken anywher~ by any people. 

In 1959 the State Legislature enacted the California Water 

Resources Bond Act, commonly known as the Burns-Porter Act. This act, 

approved by the voters of California in November 1960, authorized the 

marketing of one billion, seven hundred and fifty million dollars 

worth of general obligation bonds to help finance construction of 

California 1 s State Water Project~ 

The Project will yield 4,230,000 acre-feet of water annually, an 

amount estimated to satisfy the needs of the state until 1990. While 

the Project's prime purpose is to conserve runoff water and to trans-

port it from areas of abundance to areas of shortage for municipal and 

industrial use and for irrigation, it will also provide ~lood control, 

hydroelectric power generation, recreation, and the enhancement of 

fish and.wildlife. 

Work on this project began in the days of' Earl Warren, and was 

continued during the terms of Goodwin Knight and Pat Brown. 

I am proud of the part this administration is playing in 

construction of the project. Under this administration, construction 

has reached a record pace. We have isolated potential financial 

problems the project faces, and we are working to solve them. We did 

this far enough in advance so that I believe we will be able to meet 

the delivery dates planned for Southern California -- Los Angeles 

County in 1971 and Riverside County in 1972. 

One fact about the State W2ter Project particularly impresses me: 

the repayment.of. its costs by the 31 local agencies who have contracted 

to purchase the 4,230,000 acre-feet of water the project will conserve 

annually. These contractors will pay back almost the entire bill for 

the project. Only those benefits singled out for flood control, 

i, recreation and fish and wildlife enhancement will have state or 

federal fuqcling. 

In other words, the people who use the water we start down this 

California Aqueduct tod2y ~ill be paying for these facilities and for 

all others necessary for final delivery. The California taxpayer, 

although he has guaranteed the integrity of the water bonds, will not 

be picking up the tab. 
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Basically, the ~~ate Water Project is a co~uination of many local 

projects. With the possible exception of the Metropolitan Water 

District of Southern California, none of the 31 agencies alone could 

have embarked on such a vast project to solve their individual water 

needs as foreseen to the year 1990. State government has been the 

vehicle through which all of their individual problems can be met 

through the construction of a single project. And properly so. 

State government's proper function is to do what the people and 

local government must have done but cannot do for themselves. 

Of course, as you and I know, efficiency and economy are not 

normal attributes to government--even state government. But the 

State Water Project engineers have been too busy to be anything but 

efficient, and this administration is making sure 'that this project 

will be completed economically. We have found some frills and are 

eliminating them. 

You know California's ingenious attack on the water problems of 

the state could well serve as a natural laboratory for cooperative 

solutions of water resource conservation problems throughout the 

nation and the entire world. 

In California we understand the value of water and the part it 

must play in the building of a productive civilization and a viable 

economy. 

In dedicating these Delta facilities' today we are taking a giant 

step toward a more productive future. Before this ceremony is 

concluded, I will turn the key to that future, and start water flowing 

southward in this great canal. I am honored to be here and, as 

Governor of California, to take part in this historic ceremony • 

.ll 
if # ./J. ! 

1t 

NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or ch2nges in the 2bove. However, Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes. 
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E~~CERPTS FROM SPEECH 
BY GOVER.NOR Ro~:r.ALD REAGAN/ 

PORT OF OAI-<LAND DI!:TI:1ER 
OAKL.AlJD - SEPTEMBER 13, 1967 

It is a pleasure to be here on the 40th annit1ersary of the port 
Forty 

of Gaklcmd .. I years, this port has been serving the state. 

I have· just put :i.n .f:..Q i,·.reeks that seem like 40 years, probably 

because the political honeymoon I was promised only lasted 40 minutes. 

But don't get me wrong. I am not complaining. can you imagine a ~O 

ye2r honeymoon with Jesse? 

Actually, there is 2 lot of significance to the figure 40. The 

flood lasted 40 days. I-ind I ·will bet Noah felt like that was ~.o years 

too. 

And life, they say begins at 40. I am not sure they are right 

about that, hm.·mver. Jc:c:!~ Benny has lived a full life and has never 

gotten beyond 39. 

However, if life does begin at 40, this great Port we are here 

to honor has a great future ahead of it. 

Of course it does not take any genius to predict that. 

But it might have ~O years ago. In 1027 it surely too1~ men of 

_foresight, vision ana courage to sit do'l'.rn1 end begin to plan and build 

facilities that 4.0 yezrs later would make this City one of the world's 

great ports. 

Just as it has ta!cen men with the same kind of vision in recent 

years to expand .this port to its present 17 deepwater J:>erths with 

nine more scheduled to o;?en next year. 

I cm sure the men \<Tho sat 40 years c:go as the first Boord of 

Harbor Commissioners 15.ttle dreamed that .~o years later the Port cf 

Oakland 't'Jould have sucl-: facilities or would handle, in a single yec-.r / 

nearly 3 million tons of: cargo valued at nearly half a b::i.llion doJ.lars. 

The work and vis:i.on that have gone into the Port of Oakland have 

not gone unnoticed, either in California or outside it. 

The federal Maritime Administrator last May noted in a tal1;; 5.n 

S2n Francisco - that's a c:tty just 2cross the b2y from here - noted 

that Oakland, "one of the more progressive ports on the west coast .... 

is fast becoming a leader in intermodal container faci.ltties." 
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He ·went on to scy that "the new oakl2nd tr---tinal now under 
( . 

conBtruction is a forerunner of the kind of streamlined port facil5.ty 

neec.ed to fully integr2te the land and mar:i.ne transportation modes. 11 

'l'he initiative ana ei!tezprise of 02kland in building a gre2t , 

port should and must set c:n example for 2J.l of coastal Coliforn:i.a if 

our state is to continue to expand its tr2ae. 

And world trade is indeed one of the mc:dn arter 5.es of C2 liforn:i.a 's 

1 • r 
• 1. :ce blood • 

~'le are already the le2aing ·world tr?de state in the nation, out-

ranking even N'e·w Yor1: .. 

As a matter of f2ct 0CO 1 000 Ca liforn:i.ans 1 about five percent of 

our total work force, 2re directly engaged :i.n exporting goods and 

products from California ports. 

Their efforts will produce for California this year about a 

$300 million favorable balance of trade1 a considerable help to our 

national balance of payments problem. 

California's dollar amounts of import and export trade have 

grown steadilv since J350, 1::n.'tt has remained relatively stcitic in terms . -
of p~rcent. In this decade about 7.5 percent of the nation's exports 

leave from California ports and about nine percent of the nation 1 s 

imports enter through Ca J.Li:ornia ports. 

It Puts us kind of in the posit ion of a swimmer treading ·water. 
- I " f 

He is not sinking bu.t 11.e is not going anywhere either :i.n contrast 

with the other s·Nimmers. 

We think California should be qoinc: · somevhere in almost everv ,· - - ~·/ 

phase of our economy anc1 certainly in the 2rea of world trade. We 

are doing a number or things in this administration to attempt to 

improve the situation. 

our Intergovernmental Committee on ocean Resources (ICOR) is 

deeply involved in lookini;: c-t the ocean :i.n terms of shipping and 

commerce and at our Pacific 3zsin neighbors in terms of trade. 

Our task force on tz-2nsportation also'. is vitally interested in 

ocean-going transportat~on. 

our tax reform task force is studying ~·.7ays and means of ma]:ing 

Ccilifornia 1 s business ,c15.mate and tax poJ.5.cies more attractive to 

all bus~.ness including· the export-import J:n..1s:i.ness. 

Those of us directly involved in state government also- are trying 

to create a business climate, and a climate oi: fisccil responsibil~.ty 
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. in government that w5.J.1 m?ke California a haven for business. and 
( 

industrv. 
·' 

Often some who classify themselves as mo:;:e liberally oriented 

accuse this administ:.:2tion o::: being business-oriented. A,11d they are 

correct on the basis o:C t'l:JO facts some or: them l~ave never learned: 

bu.s iness doesn't pay taxes - people do; 2ne., 9overnment doesn 1 t make 

jobs - business and indl'.stry do. 

For these reasons '\'re are doing everything possible to create 

condit~.ons to insure t:1.at business and i~dustry can expand to meet 

the job needs of a gro~.t.d.!lg population. 

One of the truly sre2t 12hor leaders of all time, Samuel Gom:pers, 

(founder of the lLF.L.) saic1., over end o'ler c-gain, laJ::>or and business 

were in a partnership and the laboring man could only prosper if 

business prospered. 

At the same time \'Je are trying to g5.ve C!alifornic 's taxp2yers 

the people - as frugal 2nd efficient a government as possible. 

Neither o-:= these jo1:>s can be done over 11ight. It has meant 

reversing an entire philosop11y of government,. an attitude that has 

become :i.ngra ined in 9overnment .. 

This is the att~.tude that has said government can afford anything 

and, at the same time, that government cannot be operated efficiently 

or economically. 

We disagree v-.Jith '.":>otl:. of those prem:.ses. 

We believe that czoven1ment can affo::c1. only whet t!1e people can 

pay for and should a :.:::::ord only ·what they are '·rilling to pay for. 

F,nd we believe goverxunent can operate l:>oth efficiently and 

economically. 

As a matter of fact we have set out to 1?rove modern bns:i.ness j 
pr act ices' c2n ~r1or1~ in government. 
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EXCERP'l'S FRON SPEEi:!H BY GOV3.R}'iJR RONALD RZAG.AN 

UPI EDITORS' CONFER~HCE 

SAN FR}l.NCISCO, Tuesday, Septerr~er 19, 1967 

I don't believe it's necessary to talk to you in any detGil 

about tha news business, alt'21ough ! must exoress a wonder as it 

=<:m.tinue::' to g:::-ow. I •.-,1 sure, also, you recognize that I cl'.':t.::!.dr:: t 

let an opportunity sucb as this go by without corr.m<·mti:r..g on so:me cf 

ths things that come witn tne morning coffee. 

Since I came from a profession where we felt that eve:r.ycr.e had 

two businesses, their own and show busir~ess, don• t be too hard on 

me if now, from .the vantage point of a:iothe:c occu9ation, I do a 

little getting even. 

Som~times it has seemed to me that newspan'2rs let their oolicj.es 

get in the way of obje.-;t.ivit:y nnd accuracy. Eere in Californic:i, for 

exam?le, we have an axis that begins. in J ... os Angeles in the morning 
I 

and ends up in Sacramento in the afternoon. lm.d it sometimes seems 

to me, that ne·ws, as they p::::-int it, is what they wish it we:r:e instead 

of what it actually is. Now# ::: dontt want to give·the impression 

that ·t;heir kind of reporting could act~ally influence anyone, but 

after re~ding their accounts of what I 1 m supposed to be doing, I did 

go out the other day and sign a recall petition and I was the subject 

of the recall. 

I knew .. of course, ~hat a good rep.orter in the field of politics 

must depend on the usually "reliable'' source, and as a. resu.lt, he 

sometimes gets blamed when the "reliable" source turns out unrelicble .. 

One such story mace its appearance in the last few days regarding our 

admin~stration. It was headlined as an inside story, and it was a 

greu.t story. It just didn't happen to be true. 
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{i2 f3 ago who must h\ .. e gotten her story after l, , isit to Haight-

l.shbury. She gave a first-hand account of my meeting with Governor 

Johnson of .Mississippi---my questions to him, and his advice to me, 

on how to run for president in the southern states. For this kind 

of story, of course, there was no excuse, and I have demanded a 

retraction even though I've lived my life believing that retra~tions 

never appear in large pr:Lnt and if anyone notices them at all, they 

only give them an ap?etite to go back and read the original story 

they misseo in the first place. You know, I've never met Governor 

Johnson. But what is even more significent, I have a wire in which 

Governor Johnson said he never met me. 

If this seems a rather inhospitable way to greet you at t'he 

beginning of your meeting in our Queen City, please allow me these 

few prefacing remarkso Becauseu in actuality, I will be the 

staunchest defender of your right to sp~ak your piece. 

You and I have one thing in common---we are custodians of a 

public t~ust6 All of us who hold public office, of course_ are. And 

your public trust is to see that unless we meet our responsibilities 

or when we fail tog you are going to keep the people informed. And 

I think, by and 18.rge, down through the years, you have done just 

that. But someplace along the line, there has been a loosening •••• 

liberties are being taken ••.. agencies of government at every level 

are seeking to ~erform their services more and more with less and 

less attention .to the right of the people to know. And by the same 

' 
token, there have been those in your profession who have violated 

their trustg their responsibility to keep the people informed. 

Let me seriously give just one example and leave it to your 

judgment whether someone has not betrayed a trust. 

Last month8 one of the wire services sent a story datelined 

Da Nang, Vietnamo The story read~ "a marine helicopter pilot sc:w 

50 Viet Cong torturing four wounded A.-nerican soldiers on the beach 

below." One of the most respected of the major eastern newsoapers 
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ans'wer.:Lng the radi d call for help, saw 50 v~ ..: Cong holding four 

wounded A.'llerican soldiers on the beach below." 

The wire service story went on to say that it took 20 minutes 

of scrambling across a soft South China Sea beach to drag three of 

the Americans aboard, while a South Vietnamese Air Force helicopter 

nicked U1;> the body of the fourth whose throat had been cut~ 'rhe 

paper ran that section of the story* changing the last sentence, 

howeverr to sim?lY read that the other Air Force helico~ter ~icked 

U? the body of the fourth. The wire service story quoted one of the 

officer:s aboard the helicopter as saying it looked like they wanted 

to mutilate them,. strip the."!l and leave them in a line for display. 

The newspaper ran the story "all four had been wounded in the gunfight 

before the helicopter arrived." 

Perhaps one c~n argue the editorial right to not be too brutal 

in the telling of the story. But one has to ask, is there also not 

a right when the government's policy is being assailed, of the people 

to get t'h.e factual information about the enemy we are fighting and 

the tactics being used? 

'When groups such as yours meetg I would ho9e there would be a 

continu:t~g re-evaluatic:i, not only of news gathering, and news 

gatherers, but also of the nluce of interpretive reporting in news

writing and the value, if any, of the political gossip columnists 

and rumor-mongers. 

As I said earlier, I am not an expert in the newspa?er business 

and ·::ertainly not here to talk to you about it. But now that I have 

become increasingly a subject of its stories and columns and 

SDeculation, I am concerned, indeed concerned, about the respo~sibil

ity I mentioned before of both of us and of those of us in the 

business of government who must resist the temptation to influence 

public thinking by keeping from the public the facts. ~.s I said 

before, you share in that responsibility, that whether pleasant or 

unpleasant for usn you must deliver the facts to the ?eople 1 and your 

qreat res9onsibility is to make s~re they are facts. 
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these1days, we must r 
' \ 

re the help, the genius ar( the power of all· c~f. 

our people enlisted in finding the answers. They cannot help unless 

they are informed. 

All of us, I'm su::e, are concerned about welfare programs that have 

gotten out. of hand, ahcut a war that seemingly has no end, about riots 

and inciters of riots, about government costs that are taking more and 

more of a man's income, about inflation that day af~er cay erodes the 

value of the individual 2 s savings and makes it nearly i~2ossible for 

ea:=nings to keep pace with the increased cost of living; and about a 

generally pe=missive attitude that pervadas today•s moral cli~ate a~d 

blaraes society for t::1e wrongful acts of the individual and denies that 

man h<::o to face t:.p to his individual responsibilities. 

h • l'f . ~ ~~ t' t ~ -1 ·~h We .u~:re in Ca :i. ornia gcvernr11en .... are a .... ~emp ir:.g o c.ea WJ."i. ... 

of those p::oble:ms as are the responsibility of state government. But., 

at the same time, we are enlisting the aid of the people, for without 

them, no solution is possibleo We are trying to re-establish a climate 

that says a man must be :responsible for his own acts and as :r1uch as 

possible fer hiB mi;r:-1 welfz.re .. 

Tomorrow, we onen a confe::::-ence here in San Francisco that we have 

called amc·r?.g states having Medicaid prog::::a::ns .. 

We are in deep trouble in t!':is phase of our welfare p~·'.:>gra.ms. 

In CaJ.iforn.ia alone, hastily dr;:."..-.m legislation in this fi~la can 

bankrupt our state unless we have major revisions.. Costs of this 

p>:ogram are inc:reas:i.ng by 50 pe:.:cent annually" In its first 16 montl.1s, 

it was budgeted for 74.6 million dollars, but 876 million dollars were 

spen~:, meaning that the program went 130 million dollars in debt, debt 

that has to be paid off this year. 

Obviously" ou::- state, and probably the federal government, must 

change its ap:;?roach to medical a.id fci:.: the poor and the needy. Certainly 

we are agreed that no one should be denied medical care because of a 

lac}: of funds, but it jest does not make sense that those who earn 

their m•m way must provide medical ca!:e without stint for the less 

fortunate beyond that which they can afford themselv0s. 

SomeT,,..ihere, we have to draw a line between wha-t:: is necezsa:cy Gl•d 

what is d8sirableo 

As a matter of f?.ct, I believe we are going to have to r:lLange our 

approach not only to Medicare, but also t.o the entire welf2re field. 
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~ Somewhere along\,· ~e line we have gotten of~ ·be track.. Can we 

continue our insistence that welfar~ is an inalienable right without 

recognizing the rights of those working men and women who make it 

possible by sharing the fruit of their toil? Isn 1 t it something of a 

gift granted by people who earn their own way to those who cannot., or 

in some cases even to those who will not? 

For those who cannot# the gift is a good one benefiting both the 

givers--the taxpayers--and those who receive it. 

For those who will not, the gift robs the giver of his purse and 

the beneficiary of his self-respect and a meaningful place in our 

society. 

I'm sure not one American would begrudge the cost of welfare as is 

charged by some who think any criticism of welfare is inspired by mo~e 

concern for dollars than for humans. All would gladly bear the burden. 

if we could see success rewarding our efforts. But, in the dark days 

of the Depression, only 1.3 percent of California's population received 

public assistance. Today, in a time of excessive affluence, 7 percent 

of our citizens are welfare recipients. 

The goal of welfare should be to make recipients independent of 

welfare. It is one government program whose success can only be measured 

by a decline in the necessity for continuing it. Welfare to truly 

fulfill its purpose should be a beginning for human beings, not a 

hopeless end of the road. 

To those who can only see more government spending, more layers 

of plans and bureaus and gigantic work programs, I say jobs are the 

answer---jobs in business and indust:::y--productive jobs, and we shall 

do our utmost to make such jobs possible. 

But 011r welfare problems are not the only ones facing us today .. 

No society can long tolerate crime either by lawless individuals or by 

lawless grcups. My office maintains a constant liaison with local law 

enforcement agencies and local governments.. We also maintain a close 

contact with our own law enforcement agencies---the State Department 

of Justice, the State Highway Patrol and in case of major emergency, 

the National Guard. 

We are prepared to move swiftly and forcefully in case of trouble. 

But of course there is more to our effort than a willingness to meet 

violence head-on. We have community relations representatives and we 

have a coromunity relations program. 
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especially for those w ... th environmental or langua'J..: problems. 

We are seeking the solutions to their p~oblems. We have stiffen~d 

sentenc".:!S for crimes involving violence; we have created a Crime 

Technological Research Foundation aimed at improving the prevention 

and d~tection of crime and the apprehension and treatment of criminals~ 

we have made clear to criminal and police alike that we hold the 

individual, not society, responsible for his actions and that it is 

the policeman, not the criminal, who has our understanding and support .. 

We are concerned in California about national and state attitudes 

that say debt is good, that inflation doesn 1 t matter and that we can 

afford what we want whether or not we can pay for it. 

We think that the fiscal irres9cnsibility of the federal government 

has spilled over in many cases into state and local thinking and even 

the thinking of the individual. 

We've found out here that eight months ago frugality was a strange 

word in many quarters and is still a dirty word in some. We have found 

that many of those in goverr~~ent have been unable to e~uate outgo with 

income, that t.11.ey talk in terms of increased spending and increased 

taxes instead of in terms of increased efficiency and careful examina-

tion of state needs. 

We are t!."ying to reverse that approach here, also, and it has 

required almost the reversal cf an entire philosophy of g_,overnnt?..ll:t• 

Eight months ago, we began talking about a theory of government 

which we chose to call the Creative Society_. 

We have explained at every opportunity that our theo~y is---

government does not rule, does not intimidate, does not lecture, but 

leads, cooperates, listens, and instead of taking power unto itself, 

turns to the people for t!le answers to as many of thei: problems as 

they can possibly p=ovide. 

At the opposite extreme was something with which you, as business 

leaders throughout the state, are familiar:: the work of the more than 

200 citizens in our state who formed task forces, and who, over these 

;?::lSt several months, have devoted full time :!:n:i:iging their expertise 

and their knowledge to bear on the problems of government. Their 

several hundred reports with their findings are now being put into order 

and we will soon be taking measures to implement them for the increased 

efficiency of government and for greater economy in government. 
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! ~ave long nurr i a theory that many of tq sound practices of 
"'-

busin~ss can be utilized by government to the peoples• advantage. 

Durirg these several months, as I am sure we have told you on a number 

of occasions, we have put these ideas to work. 

You have all heard about the 10-story building that will not be 

built here in Sacramento .. It was to have housed two state government 

agencies. One of our citizen task fo~ces simply applied the normal 

business standards to those departments regarding the square feet of 

floor space which should be sufficient for each employee. On this 

basis, it was discovered that two buildings presently o~cupied c~n 

handle the staff of these departments, now and in the foreseeable 

futureo Fcrtunately, we had not signed the contracts for co~structio~ 

which was scheduled for this summer. So a $403 million building will 

not be built. 

That $4.3 million though will not be reflected in a reduction in 

the budget. It happens that the departments who would have used that 

building are financed by the gasoline taxo So,while the money will 

still be spent, it will be sper.t in more miles of California highways 

and freeways .. 

In that sa.rne department, Gordon Luce, our secretary of t!:'ansportatior. 

has been able to carry out additional econ~mies that save $15 million 

in operating expenses in the Highway Patrol and the Department of Motor 

7ehicles, and an.ct.he~ $15 million. in the Division of Highways. 

There is and should be concern abcut those who would tamper with 

our time-tested separation of powerso Can, for example, the judiciary 

charge us with obstructioninm when we simply ask the right to watch, 

to guard against decisions that go beyond interpretation of the law 

and, in truth, declare what a judge thinks the law should be? 

There is a growing tendency among certain judges to violate tradi-

tional concepts and thus usurp the authority of the executive and the 

legislative bodies. -7-



for moving the courts ( _41to the policy-making are~.,_ traditionally reserved 

for the executive and legislative bodies. 

Such actions can and have been costly in terms of money and in 

upsetting the orderly machinery of government. 

Speaking entirely as a layman, it appears to me that judges should 

. use g~eat caution before they interfere with the proper functioning of 

either the legislative or the e:,ecutive branches. For when our tradi-

tional concept of the doctrine of the separation of powers is breached 

by our judges, we run the very real risk of tyranny by the courts. 

Now, I know that the courts, more than either of the other branches 

of our government, have been held sacrosanct and inviolate. 

And properly so. But I know also that judges, with or without 

their robes are human and are subject to the same f~ailties as the rest 

of we mortals. Once we put any branch of our government or any people 

in our govern.~ent above criticism, we have taken a step toward diminish-

ing our free institutions. 

Certainly the courts have been a bulwark of our freedoms. I want 

them to remain that way and they cannot if they begin to substitute 

personal policy for legal interpretations~ 

It may be that some judges have forgotten that the vast judicial 

powers they can exercise must be tempered with the judicial restraint 

that in our history has traditionally been exercised. 

Now, I would like to get back for a moment to the philosophy of 

this administration, because that basically is what I have been talking 

about. 

While leadership and initiative for the Creative Society should 

begin in the governor's office, it would be the task of the entire 

state government to discover, enlist and mobilize the incredibly rich 

human resources of California, calling on the best in every field to 

review and revise our goverTh."Ilental structure and present plans for 

streamlining it and making it m'.::>re efficient and more effective. 

And that is the basis of the Creative Society--government no longer 

substituting for the people, but recognizing that it cannot possibly 

match the great potential of the people 3 and thus, must coordinate the 

creative energies of the people fox the good of the whole. 
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I believe we have started something in this state. We are being 

watched ..... watched by those all across this land who once again dare to 

believe that our concept of responsible, people-oriented governn1ent can 

work as the founding fathers meant it to work.. If we. prove that here, 

we can, as r have said before, start a prairie fire that can sweep across 

\. this country. 

# # # 

{NOTE; Since Governor Reagan speaks frcm notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in., the above. However, Governor Reagan will 
stand by the above quotes.} 
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Ladies and gentlemen, Itm pleased to welcome you here today 

and even more pleased that the Governors of these states which have 

implemented federal legislation with their own Medicare or Medicaid 

programs have seen fit to participate. You know there are almost 

as many names for these programs as there are states participating, 

or diseases which they are supposed to cure. 

The fact that you are here is recognition by the states involved 

that the progra:;ns are in fact sicker than the people they are expec

ted to aid. Certainly, that is true here in our own state of Cali-

f ornia, where unless Medi-Cal is revised and revamped, it not only 

can, but most assuredly ·will, bankrupt our state, and in a very few 

years. 

Our Medi-Cal program implementation of Article Nineteen was 

budgeted at $746,ooo,ooo for its first sixteen months, but cost for 

that same period was $876,000,000 in bills either not presented or 

still in the lengthy pipe-line and none, of which reached this· state 

in time for us to properly budget or plan. Thus, with the figure 

budgeted on apparent need, we were faced with a ruling by our Attor-

ney General that this newly discovered deficit must be paid out of 

the current year's budget. 

There are some who had proposed that we should im.mediately tax 

our people for this additional amount, in spite of the fact that we 

have already imposed a burden of a tax increase on all people, and 

in spite of the fact that.we are one of the highest tax-paying states 

in the union. 

I might say some of you are fortunate enough to still be deba-

ting as to whether you should, for the first time, switch to or 

include one of the numerous basic programs such as income tax or sales 

tax. California has nothing new to switch to. We have had all those 

taxes for a very long time. We don 1 t believe the ans'V'1er lies in 

continually turning to the peo1::ile for mc:c'e revenue when it i::; our 

responsibility to see if we cannot make these prog.r3ms workable at a 

realistic price. 
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In Calif orni~ .ve estimate that without any new programs of any 

kind, just on increased work load and price in pay scale, our bud

gets should increase about 8 percent a ye2r. This represents need 

based on our increase in population plus the normal pay and price 

increase due to the present inflationary rate. 

Our tax program, even though it needs inrprovement, roughly 

< parallels this increase in growth in that without increasing rates, 

it increases state revenue about 8 percent a year and this is the 

rate of increase for as far as we can see into the future. Obviously, 

this rate is geometric progression--a one hundred milli.on dollar 

increase next year and so on into the future. Obviously, if we are 

to continue to provide other government services, including educa-

tion, this program will have to be radically changed. 

At the very least I think we should have to look for two bas.ic/ 

changes--one in eligibility requirements and one in what services 

can be provided. In addition, we may be forced to petition the 

Congress to make basic changes in its Medicare law, changes that 

will allow the states greater latitude in handling their own pro-

grams. 

There is another possibility and one I think is exciting, and 

that is to revise ou~ entire concept of aid and medical aid for the 

poor. I said poor deliberately, for the poor have always been with 

us, while the disadvantaged, the deprived, only joined us with the 

advent of the 11Great Society". 

I was raised in a small town back in the Midwest and I was in 

poverty before it became popular, before the rich folks got hold of 

it. My father always said, 11 It's no disgrace to be poor, but it 

might as .well be. 11 Perhaps one of the differences between then and 

now was I only know now that we were poor then; the government wasn't 

telling us at the time. 

But, I don't believe that just giving the poor a handout is 

of any great service to them, whether it be money or medical care. 

And I don't believe that the bulk of those who aspire to a better 

life want just a handout. They may need a step up, a helping hand, 

but they want it so they can do better for themselves. 

There is no question of our responsibility to those less for

tunate. I don't think any one of us would retreat from that respon-

sibility. But, we also have a responsibility to those who make 

that helping hand possible. 
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There are thor"' among us today who have ( ;ablished the idea 
\ 

that welfare is an inalienable right of the recipient. But what of 

the right of those who work and earn, and share the fruit of their 

toil to mc:ke ·welfare possible, and those who earn their own way, 

pay their own doctors and provide for public welfare ·with their 

earnings? These people are restrained in the amount of care they 

can afford for themselves. 

The minor illness, the cold, the cut finger, is treated at home 

.and then they call in a doctor when their reason tells them the 

trip is justified. 

The key to the problem we are here to discuss is that these 

same people are now providing medical care for their fellow citizens, 

more comprehensive than they can afford for themselves. With the 

best intentions in establishing this program, we have created a 

situation where there is no restraint on those who are receiving 

Medi-Cal. They are free to seek help for the most trivial of ail-

ments simply because it represents no cost to themselves. 
!NSERT (See attached} . 

I believe also that government, in making provision for heal~/-

services for the poor, should make maximum use of the voluntary 

organizations. Any Medicare program will have a heavy influence 

on private sector health services. Therefore, in developing the 

programs we need we must remember we have an obligation to preserve 

the voluntary hospital system, the private health insurance programs 

and the integrity of doctors who have given this nation the best 

medical care in the world under the private enterprise system. 

We have a responsibility to faee up to the f_act that, in those 

nations who have turned to nationalized programs or socialized medi~ 

cine, they cannot possibly match the quality of medical care that 

we have developed under a contrary system. Of course, the answer 

is not the opposite extreme of no government involvement at all. It 

is, instead, a partnership of private effort and governmental acti-

vity--a system in which those with true need are helped and the rest 

of us permitted to help also. 

We are living in a period.of rapid change. It is obvious that 

medical science .will continue to unfold opportunities for better 

health services for our people. As these opportunities appear, we 

in state government will have a particular responsibility and that 

is to organize government 1s activities in these areas so that strong 

leadership and efficient administration can be provided without 
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disrupting the voltu1tary system which has bi"ought health care in 

the United States to the standards we enjoy today. 

I know the problems are many and complicated. But they are 

not be;,-·ond our capacity to solve and certainly we are obliged to 

solve the.m. We cannot meet the problem of part of our citizens 

by unduly penalizing any other group. 

Now, once again,, let me say how much I appreciate your being 

here and participating in this meeting. As you discuss the issues 

involved in the Medicare programs, I am certain that you can come up 

with answers that can help all our states in their efforts to pro-

vide adequate medical care for those who need it at a price we can 

all afford to pay. 

( (Insert on Page Three) 

While the ovex·whelming majority of doctors are honorable and 

have a long history of extending the best of care to those who seek 

it,, still, as in any profession, there are some who can't resist 

a good thing and so in this program we have no restraint, no way 

of checking on the doctor who has the patient return for two or 

three checkups on these trivial ailments. We have no way of curbing 

the hypochrondriac who has, at public expense, an examination and 

then goes on from doctor to doctor trying to find one who will tell 

him what he wants to hear. 

These are technical problems, problems of administration, of 

regulations, and I cannot believe they aI'e beyond our ability to 

solve. But,, I do believe that in fulfilling responsibility to the 

less fortunate, we must make sure that the working men and women 

of our nation and our states do not provide better health services 

for the less fortunate than they are able to provide for themselves. 

(Note~ Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additions to~ or changes in, the above4 Ho~ever, 
Governor Reagan will stand by the above quoteso 
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Since California is cne of those states annually sending more 

money to Washington than Washington sends back to.California, we 

decided to take a look at some of our dealings with the office of 

economic op?ortunity which most of us know as the War on Poverty--

which as I've said before, poverty seems to be losing. 

Under the combat rules, I have the option of vetoing those 

various projects, although Washington has the right to overrule 
. 

that veto within 30 days. Evidently, Washington hasn't had to 

override many vetoes because there haven't been marw. We changed 

that situation whsn we vetoed a project in Ventura County that was 

aimed. at rehabilitating the hard core unemployed by ?Utting ·them 

to work beauti£ying our open ?ark lands. We aid1\ • t quarrel with 

the nur9ose, but \.·.:hen our research revealed there were 17 hardcore 

unemnloyed and half the money would go for seven administrators to 

take care of the 17 beneficiaries, we vetoed the project. The veto 

was not overriden. 

We st'Jp·_)eo another that seemed to be a c~urse in picketing and 

demonstrati~g and somehow there doesn't seem to be a shortage in 

California of exoerie;:.J.:::ed demonstrators. 

All told, we have in these several months successfully vetoed 

se7en Projects and caused ~ore than h3lf of all the rest to be 

substa::itially changed before ap';;roving them. 

There's another program that we:11t into eff€ct before our 

administration took office. 

This is the California Rural Legal Assistance Office with a 

b~dget of $1,545,874 and a total of 130 lawyers, investigato~s, 
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secretaries and clerk-typists in 10 offices throughout California. 

New this SDunds just fine. Legal help for the rural poor. But in 

at least one case, the California Rural Legal Assistance· Office, using 

taxpayers' money, is harrassing a county welfare office to the point 

·whe:i:e that county 1 s Board of Supervisors has had to use the taxpayers' 

m0ney to hire a la,~er at $35 an hour to protect its county welfare 

director. 
was 

Her big p:::oblem;that she saved 'her county $200,000 in welfare 

costs last year. In .the eyes of some of these peo?le, saving tax-

payers' money·is a crime. 

But this isn't the sole sto:::y of the Califo::nia Rural Lee: . 

.. Assistance League. Many of their lawyers are actively and 

unethically oromoting litigation, often against the state, once again 

leaving the taxpayer to oay both the costs of the ?rosecution and 

defense. Among the cases they have taken to court to the detriment 

of our state and our farmers are the suit to sto-p our changes in 

M·eJi-Cal, a suit, incidentally, which if they had won would have 

denrived 150,000 of our poor people of any kind of public medical 

care and would have cost o:ne county alone, Los A>.'!9eles, an extra 

$20 million. 

A.Ylother suit, if they had won, wculd have cost California farmers 

millions in lost crops and the ~oor ?eople other millions in higher 

food costs. That suit sought to prevent the importation of about 

8,100 supplemental workers into California on an emergency ~asis. 

Incidentally, even labor Secretary Wirtz, no friend of California 

far~ers# ap?::::-ovea the effort to bring in workers. So we had the 

$>Jectacle of a federal government body opposing the decisicn of an 

official of the President's cabinet. 

As.! said# Californians are i!1 a situation whare nobody;1 wins 

tut everybody pays--pays the lawyers of the Rural Legal Assistance 

Office, that is. 

Some of you lawyers in the audience who exist on clients' fees 

rather than on the largess of the federal government might be 

interested to know that in some towns the Rural Legal Assistance 
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Office is the biggest law firm there. Although the federal govern-

ment has channelled $288 million into the poverty 9rograms in 

California since 1964, we have found no evidence of any ba'sic change 

in our state povefY picture. 

I think part of the reason must be obvious. Tnat $288 million 

they sent bere is part of something more than $288 million we've 

sent back there during the same period. It's merely come back minus 

the carrying charge. 

(NOTE: 

# # # 

Si~ce Governor Reagan S?eaks from notes, 
additions to, o:r changes in, the above. 
Reagan will stand by the above quotes.) 
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It is a pleasure to be addressing the California Real Estate 

\ Association again this year. 

I 
\ 

The last time I spoke to you--last year--I was a candidate for 

this off ice I now hold. And we were making the promises then that we 

are doing our best to keep now. 

Now, as then, we are counting heavily on your support. 

You people ar.d your profession are the epitome of our free enter-

~rise system. You could hardly exist without the free enterprise 

system since only this system recognizes that one of man's basic 

rights is the right to own and dispose of his property as he sees 

fit and to use it as he sees fit so long as he does not infringe on 

the p=operty rights of those around him. 

Make no mistake about it. There are no such things as property 

rights in the connotation used by some. There are only human rights 

and some of those hu.~an rights are the rights involving property. 

These rights affect all cur citizens, regardless of their color, 

their race or their social status. 

Nm·1, this take.s me back to what I said a moment ago---that we are 

doing our best now to keep the campaign promises we made last year. 

One of those promises was to seek repeal of the Rumford Act, and 

• if that were not practical, modification of the Act to the point where 

it was no longer discriminatory and oppressive. 

That is still our goal. 

Let me make it plain that I do not feel disagreement with this 

Act in any way should be taken as endorsement of bigotry and prejudice 

or the practice of discrimination by these subject to this sickness. 

I oppose the Rumford Act for the same reason I oppose restrictive 

covenants. Freedom is based on the right of an individual to personal 

ownership of property and this basic human right cannot be infringed 

upon by majority rule. The very meaning of the Bill of Rights is 

that certain inalienable rights cannot be submitted to a vote. We 

erodr that principle at great risk to us all, indeed, to freedom itself. 
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As you know, wt' ·ere unsuccessful during tl 
\. 

last session of the 

Legislature. There were a number of reasons for that. Frankly, one 

of the problems was that some of our own people are committed to an 

"all or rn:me" approach.. In all sincerity they would rather go down 

to glorious defeat than accept a partial victory.. They have never 

learned that politics is the a=t of the possibleo For 35 years the 

advocates of big governuent and state control have inched foi-ward# 

recognizing that 12 inches makes a foot and 5,280 feet make a mile .. 

On this theory, they have nibbled away at freedom 6 at state government, 

at local government. 

What they have taken over a 35 year period, we cannot get back 

this year or next, but we can make a beginning. 

That is what we are trying to do. That is what we have been able 

to do in many areas, even though we have been a minority party in 

both houses until recently, and are still a minority in the As~;0mbly .. 

That is what v:e will try to do again next year o We may not get 

the Rumford Act repealed, but if we can keep all of our pecple 

together, we will make that beginning. 

In the meantirr.e, let me tell you about some of the things we 

# # # 

(Note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be 
additions to, or changes in, the above.. However, Governor 
Reagan will stand by the above quotes.,) 
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It must be evident to most of you that only a thin wall of 

wavering willpower.stands between you and an engulfing flood of 

nostalgia. 

Ten years ago, in cap and gown, I stood in this ~lace to 

receive an honorary degree--tt happening which only. com?ounded an 

already heavy burden of guilt. I had always figured the first 

degree you gave me was honorary. 

That first degree was 35 years and a few months ago. 

Now.as far as you students are concerned, that makes it 

definite I am~ of your generation. There are those with differ-

ing political views who would go even further and place me as far 

back as the Ice Age--some even further to the time of McKinley. 

Some here today, however, can bear witness that 35 years are 

like 35 minutesD so clear and fresh is memory. No matter how much 

you students may want to believe this, your imaginations are not 

quite up to it. You will just have to wait and find out for your-

selves. But you will find out. 

There is a tendency in today's world to put more than years 

between us. Somehow, as humans. we have been stratified into a 

horizontal society instead of vertical. Layers of humanity are 

SE?9arated into age groups from ?re-school to those the social 

tinkerers refer to as senior citizens. And somehow we are losing 

our ability to establish communications between layers. l~1at is 

even worse, there is a grov.>ing hostility between these layers. 

It is an unnatural situation. Fumanity is vertically 

structured. The teenager will become the young married or junior 

executive, and in turn, the middle aged and eventually the senior 

citizen. Each one of us will take his faults and virtues, his 
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pluses and minuses through the years, being at all times the sum 

total of all he has experienced. 

This se9aration into horizontal layers makes no sense at all. 

What of this talk that no one over 30 understands the youth of 

today? If this is true, then what ha.p?ens when you reach 30? Do 

you suddenly join us and quit understanding those who have not 

quite reached the magic age? 

Each genera.{:ion is critical of its predecessor o As the day 

nears when classroom and playing field must give way to the larger 

arena with its problems of inequality and human misunderstanding, 

it is easy to look at those in that arena and demand to kr1ow why 

the problems remain unsolved. We who preceded you asked that 

question of those who preceded us and another younger generation 

. will ask it of youo 

I hope there will be less justification for the question when 

it is your turn to answer. What I am trying to say is that no 

generation has failed completely, nor will yours succeed completely. 

But don't get me wrong. When the generation of which I am 

a part leaves the stage, history will record that seldom has any~ 

generation fought harder or paid a higher price for freedom. 

We have known three wars and now a fourth, a cataclysmic 

worldwide depression that toppled governments and reshaped the map. 

And, because we could not find the single cure-all for man's 

inhumanity to man or the answer to human frailty, we have down-

graded our 9erformance and confused you as well as ourselves. 

It is easy to point to the failures and talk of the mess of our 

times, and even to promise we will do better. But for the record, 

since we are the generation that exploded the atomic boro.b and. brough'-" 

i 
a permanent terror to the world, v1e also harnessed the atom for 

peaceful purposes. And some of those peaceful purposes. in medicine 

and industrial power have brought man to the thresj{hold of a 

fabulous era. 

We have defeated polio and tuberculosis and a host of plague 

diseases that helo even more terror for mankind than the threat of 
- ?. -
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the bomb. It is a certainty that your generation and ours will 

overlao in defeating canceT. 

Point an accusing finger and list smog, water pollution, 'f?Overty, 

civil rightsq inequality of opportunity. We still seek the answers, 

and while many of us disagree as to the solutions, we were the ones 

who faced U? to the J?roblems and charged ourselves with finding 

the answers. No one in public life fails to treat with them. 

This horizontal stratification has led to lateral communication 

and it is highly essential that we restore vertical dialogue if not 

an outright recognition of the naturalness and rightness of a 

vertical structuring of society. 

How well do young people understand those ·whose defect is age 

30 plus? Can you possibly believe your fathers who knew the savagery 

of World War II or your grandfathers who ca~e of age in the muddy 

trenches· of the Great War could possibly have an affection for war? •• 

That we would callously send our sons to war? 

Permit me here to build at least a foot bridge between the 

age groups of narent and child, reme:tnbering that bridges are O?en 

to traffic both ways. 

That fellow with the thickening waist and the thinning hair 

who is sometimes unreasonable about yourallO"wance or letting you 

have the car •... his life seems a little dull to you now as he 

reports for his daily 9 to 5 chores or looks forward to lmvering a 

golf handica'?# or catching a fish no one w~nts to eat. 

I wish you could have known him a few years back on a landing 

craft at Normandy or Ta~awa or on a weekend pass in Peoria. He 

was quite a guy. Winston Churchill said he was the only man in the 

world who could laugh and fight at the same time. General Marshal 

called him our secret weapon. He hated war more than he hated the 

';nemy, but he did what had to be done. 

A few years after the end of World War II I was in a little pub 

in rural England. The motherly soul who was waiting on trade 

figured out I was an American {for the life of me, r don't know how). 

She began to reminisce. "During the war," she said, "some of your 
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chaps were stationed just across the road. They used to come in 

here and have song-fests. They called me Mom and my husband Poo. 

It ~as Christmas Eve and we were here all alone when the qoor burst 

open and there they were with presents for us." She paused for a 

tear or two ana then said: "Big strappin' lads they was from a 

( '?lace called 'Ioway' • " 

I know those over 30 fellows probably don't tell it very well 

so that you can see them as they were then, but they all knew what 

it was lik.e to dream, to say goodbye to a girl and wonder ·when, if 

ever, they would see her again. They missed a world that let things 

like that happen, and swore they would ao better when they got back 

and were running the show. 

They came back from war and created an organization to outlaw 

war and we have not known a single minute's ,peace since. The dream 

was a gopd dream .. no effort was spared and ~Ne continue to pour ou.t 

our treasure to make the dream come true. Proving again our vertical 

structure, this problem ·will be yours as well as ours to solve. 

It wasn't that we faltered or lacked in willingnesso There are 

organizational oifficulties that could not have been foreseen. New 

and emerging nations with neither ~:>ower nor responsibility for con-

trolling world forces have a disproportionate voice in world councils. 

A two-thirds majority can be mustered among a half hundred nations 

who represent less than 10 percent of the world's population., 

Are the problems of urban ghettoes and poverty the result of 

selfishness on our ?art or indifference to suffering? No people in 

all the history of mankind have shared so widely its material 

resources. 

We taxed ourselves more heavily and extended aid at home and 

abroad. And when the problems grew 0 we planned more and passed more 

legislation to add to the scores of programs, until today, they are 

listed in government catalogues of hundreds of pages. We who are 

called mate:r:iali$t have tried to solve human problems with material 

means. We have forgotten man's S?iritual heritage; we have placed 
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security above free( .Ll and confused the ci tiz~- s resi;>onsibili ty 

to society v1.:'. th society's responsibility to the individual. 

We have :o re-study some of our social legislation# legislation 
~ 

that meant we:.1, but has failed in its goals or has created greater 

problems than the ones it was meant to cure. 

We have to re-examine our individual goals and aims. What do 

we want for O)rselves and our children? Is it enough to have 

material thins s? Aren't liberty and morality and integrity and high 

~rinciples anc a sense of responsibility more important? 

The worl< .1 s truly great think.ers have not pointea us toward 

materialism; :bey have dealt with the great truths ano with the high 

questions of r·Lght and 'f.'1rong, of morality and of integrity. 
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They have dealt with the question of man, not the acquisition 

of things. And when civilizations have disregarded their findings, 

when they have turnE·d to the things of the flesh, they have disappeared. 

You are toncerr (~d with us and what seems to be hypocrisy and lack 

of purpose on our p;,·.~t. And we in turn are concerned about you, 

seeing a :2ising spi·:it of unrest, aimlessness and drifting, a feeling 

of rebellion withou~ a real cause that results sometimes in meaning-

less but violent ac~ions. Now let me make it plain. I am aware that 

all of you are unf2jrly suspect because 

of dissidents. 

of a very small percentage 

Nevertheless, y:m do seek a purpose and a meaning to life and 

apparently we have ieiled to give it to you. But, again, our failure 

was not one of bad L:1tent. 

We are the cl.::ssic example of giving to you what we never had ••• 

fr~m TV to wheels and dental care to Little League. But I am afraid 

we shortchanged ycu on responsibilities or the right to earn for 

yourselves. 

All too often, because we had to earn, we wanted to give. Our 

motives have been Jaudable, but our judgment has been bad. r:Norr, 

was either a dirty 1vord or dropped from our vocabulary. 

Some time ag:_) in Newport, California, a row of luxurious ocean-

front homes were threat~ned by an abnormally high tide and heavy surf. 

All through the day and night, volunteers worked, piling sandbags, in 

an effort to save these homes. Local TV stations, aware of the drama, 

covered the struggle~ It was about 2 a.m. when one newscaster grabbed 

a young fellovJ in his teens, attired only in wet trunks. He had been 

working all day and night--one of several hundred of his age group. 

No, he did not live in one of the homes they were trying to save, and 

yes, he was cold and tired. The newscaster inevitably got around to 

why. The answer was so poignant, such an indictment of so many of us,. 

it should be on a billboard across the nation. He said: "Well, I 

guess it's the fir3t time we've ever felt like we were needed." 

You are needed, we need your courage, your idealism, your new 

and untried viewpoint. You know more than we did at your age, you are 

brighter, better informed, even healthier. And because human kind is 

vert~cally structured, we can take a little credit for that. But, 

you want a purpose, a cause, a banner to follow and we owe you that. 

A few years ago, a national magazine did a series of articles by 

prominent people including a president, a vice president and distin-



~uished statesmen. z ~h wrote his idea of what ( 3 our national 

pur,pore. Somehow, nothing ver;,r exciting or profound resulted from 

theae ertic:es. I have always felt it was because they tried to 

invent something we already have and have had for 200 yea~s. Our 

national p11.rpcse is to unleash the full talent and genius of the 

individual not to create mass movements with the citizenry subjecting 

themselves to the wtims of the state. Here, as nowhere in the world, 

we are est3blished to provide the ultimate in individual freedom 

.consisten~ with law and order. 

We ac""~ here to dedicate a library. This would not be possible 

if humanity was inde0d horizontally structured. Today's dedication 

began mort: than a hundred years ago when Ben Major struck an axe into 

a tree and said on ttis spot we will build our school. According to 

history as I learned it, the wagon train had not been unloaded and 

homes had not been built, but a site was chosen for a school. 

Walnut Grove Academy became Eureka College because others followed 

in Ben Major 1s footsteps, giving and building, not for themselves, but 

for others who would come later and take their places higher up on 

the vertical column of mankind. 

Today, we dedicate this library because Wesley and Clinton Melick 

have thought not in horizontal lines 1of just their associates in time. 

You want a purpose, something to believe in? You might try resolving 

that you will contribute something to generations unborn--a handhold 

above your own achievement so that another generation can climb.higher 

and achieve more • . 
This library is more than a beautiful and functional building. 

It is first and foremost a repository of knowledge and culture. 

More facts will be available in this one library than were avail-

able in all the libraries of the world a hundred years ago. 

That shouldn't surprise you. 

Man's knowledge has increased at such a rapid rate since the turn 

of the century that any book of facts written then would be obsolete 

now, both in terms of what we know to be true and also what we know 

to be true no longer. 

But a library is more than just a place to go for facts. A 

library is also a place to go for wisdom. And the purpose of an edu

cational institution is to teach not only knowledge, but also wisdom. 

Someone once said that people who want to understand Democracy 

should spend less time in the library with Aristotle and more time 

on buses and subways. 
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In c.. way, that may be true. 

But to understand Democracy is not necessarily to solve its 

problems. 
', 

And I i1ou'1a venture to say Aristotle, and those others whom you 

will find n )'c in the buses and subways, but instead in this building 

here, will give you more answers and more clues to the solutions of 

our l)roble11B than you are likely to find on the buses and subways. 

Maybe the 02st answer is to be found in both, but do. not let the 

libi>ary go to waste because you are awaiting the completion of 

Eureka 1 s first subway. 

Nm\l, 1\lhen I suggest that we turn to books, to the accumulated 

knowledge of the past, I am not suggesting that we turn back the 

clock or retreat into some dim yesterday that we remember only with 

nostalgia, if at all. But we must learn from yesterday to have a 

better tomorrow. 

We are beset by problems in a com,plex world; we are confused 

by these who tell us only new and untried ways offer hope. The 

answers to all the problems of mankind will be found in this building 

by those who have the desire to find them and perception enough to 

recognize them. 

There will be the knowledge of Aristotle, Plato and Socrates, 

and from the vantage point of history, their mistakes. We can look 

back and see where pure Democracy became as dictatorial as a Sultan 

and majority rule without protection for the minority became mob rule. 

One of mankind's problems is that we keep repeating the same 

errors. For every generation some place, two plus two has added up 

to three, or in'. another place, five--four seems to elude some of us. 

This has happened in my generation and I predict without smugness,. 

it will happen to yours. 

But, these two men here today have given something almost beyond 

comprehension. 

Do you doubt the answers can be found here? From the 11th centur., 

Ma.imonides,
1 

Hebrew philosopher and physician~ will give you the eight 

steps in helping the needy to help themselves. 

Can you name one problem that would not be solved if we had 

simp+y followed the teachings of the man from Galilee? 

We can redirect our nation's course into the paths of freedom 

and morality and high principle. 
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And, in so directing it, we can build better lives for ourselves 

and our children and a better nation for those who come after us, or 
> 

we can ignore lfistory and go the way of Greece and Rome. 

I think that this is the significance of this library. The 

fact that we can use it to rechart our course, not into the great 

unknown, but onto paths that are clear and which, if followed, can 

show us how to cope with the new problems that always confront each 

generation· and can lead us, as a people, on to continued greatness. 

There were many who had a hand in this, but they would be the 

first to say it µ~ppened because of you, Wes and Clint~ Melick. On 

behalf of all of us who knew Eureka and those still to come, we thank 

~rou. Eureka means "We have found a way of life. 11 You have made the 

search much easier. 

# # # 

(Please note: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may 

be additions to, or changes in, the above. However, Governor 

Reagan will stand by the above quotes.) 
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